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you can do, begin it! 

Boldness has power, magic and genius in it 

Goethe 

Homo sum: humani nihil a me alienum puto 
(Je suis homme, et rien de ce que est humain ne m'est étraxiger) 

Terence 

Loving softly and deeply... 

Elsje 
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paresseusement réve 

le vieux pin 
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es donde están los circos en que, 

vestidos con los disfraces del tiempo, 
se enfrentan la Libertad y el Destino 
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Resumen 

Los colisionadores de partículas comenzaron su andadura a principios de los 
años 60 adoptando una idea patentada por R. Wideroe en 1953. El diseño de 
la cántara de vacio en la zona experimental de los mismos fue esencial desde 
el principio al ser la primera barrera física que atraviesan los productos de 
las colisiones entre partículas. La interacción nuclear de dichos productos 
con los materiales estructurales de la cámara dificulta, sino imposibilita, la 
identificación de los eventos significativos. La presente Tesis Doctoral estu
dia la evolución histórica de las cámaras de vacío experimentales y describe 
los criterios técnicos que han de tenerse presente en su diseño. 

El Large Hadron Collider (LHC), actualmente en construcción en el CERN, 
representa la última generación de aceleradores y constará de 4 grandes ex
perimentos (ATLAS, CMS, ALICE y LHCh). LHCb estará dedicado al 
estudio de la violación CP y el diseño de su cámara de vacío es objeto de 
la presente Tesis Doctoral. 

Simulaciones de la física esperada tras las colisiones de protones de 7 TeV 
de energía, efectuadas con un diseño inicial consistente en una cámara de 
vacío de aluminio de forma cónica con bridas y compensadores de acero 
inoxidable, previeron una redundancia de los canales de detección del expe
rimento que lo hacían altamente ineficiente. La reducción de la radiación 
de fondo originada en las interacciones de los productos de las colisiones de 
protones con la cámara de vacío se hizo indispensable. 

Berilio es el candidato idóneo como material estructural para las cámaras 
de vacío experimentales debido a sus excelentes propiedades mecánicas y 
elevada transparencia a la radiación. Sin embargo, su toxicidad, las dificul
tades en su mecanizado y su complicada soldadura dificultan su utilización. 
La soldadura TÍO de berilio consigo mismo y con aluminio AA2219 se 
cualificó por primera vez para aplicaciones de ultra-alto vacío siguiendo los 
criterios impuestos por normas ISO para soldadura de. aluminio. Por otra 
parte, su alto precio llevó a considerar composites de berilio-aluminio para 
la fabricación de la cámara de vacío de LHCb. Se efectuó la caracteri
zación mecánica del composite de berilio-aluminio HIP AlBeMet AM162 a 
las temperaturas de 20(r C y 25(r C a las que se calentarán las cámaras de 
vacío según los procedimientos clásicos de técnicas de vacío. Asimismo, la 
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soldadura con haz de electrones del composite de berilio-aluminio consigo 
mismo y con aluminio AA2219 se cualificó para aplicaciones de ultra-alto 
vacio siguiendo las normas ISO para soldadura con haz de electrones para 
aluminio. 

Una vez caracterizados mecánicamente los materiales y demostrada la via
bilidad de la soldaduras se efectuaron los cálculos con elementos finitos para 
determinar el espesor de la cámara y la posición de los soportes, así como 
para finalizar el diseño, la fabricación y ensayos a prototipos de diferen
tes componentes que serán instalados y que reducen la radiación de fondo 
frente a elementos más estándar; en particular, una ventana de aluminium 
AA6061 de 860 mm de diámetro y de 2 mm de espesor que sella con ultra-
alto vacíO uno de los detectores, dos compensadores de aluminio AA2219 y 
bridas optimizadas de la misma aleación de aluminio para aplicaciones de 
ultra-alto vacío. 

El diseño final, consistente en una estructura cónica de 12 m de berilio de 
espesor variable entre 1 y 2.4 mm soldada con TIG e integrando los com
ponentes especiales desarrollados anteriormente mencionados, permitirá la 
reducción en un factor 5 de la radiación generada por la cámara de vacío ini-
cialmente considerada permitiendo el estudio de la física para la que LHCb 
está diseñado. 



Abstract 
The history of particle colliders begins in the early 60 's when an idea pre-
viously paiented by R. Wideroe in 1953 is constructed. The design of the 
vacuum chamber in their experimental área became essential as ü was the 
first physical barrier that the particles to be detected needed to traverse. The 
interaction of the producís of the collisions with the vacuum chamber struc-
tural materials, hindered the Identification of the significative events. This 
Thesis analyses the historical evolution of the experimental vacuum cham,-
bers and summarizes the technical criteria that are to be fulfilled. 

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) presently under construciion ai CERN 
is the last generation of particle colliders. Four big experiments will be in 
operation (ATLAS, CMS, ALICE and LHCh) in the LHC with different 
physics objectives. In particular, LHCb will be devoted to the study of CP 
violation and the design of its vacuum chamber is the scope of this Thesis. 

Physics simulations with an initial design consisting of a conical aluminium 
vacuum cham,ber with stainless steel fianges and bellows expansión joints, 
foresaw redundancies in the experiment detection channels that would make 
it inefficient. The reduction of the radiation background generated after the 
interactions of the products of the protón collisions with the vacuum cham
ber materials become essential. 

Berillium became the ideal candidate as structural material for the vacuum 
chamber due to its excellent mechanical properties and high transparency 
to radiation. Nonetheless, its toxicity, difficult machining and complicated 
weld hampers its use. TIG welding of beryllium to beryllium and to alu
minium AA2219 was qualified for UHV applications as per ISO Norms ap-
pUcable for aluminium welding. On the other hand, beryllium high price 
led to consider beryllium-aluminium composites for the fabrication of the 
LHCb vacuum chamber. The mechanical characterization of the beryllium-
aluminium HIP AlBeMet AM162 at the required bakeout temperatures of 
20ÍTC and 25(TC was completed. In turn, the electrón beam welding of 
beryllium-aluminium. to beryllium,-aluminium and to aluminium AA2219 
was qualified for UHV applications following ISO Norms applicable for alu
minium welding. 
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Once characterized mechanically the mateñals and demonstrated the feasi-
büity of the welding, finite element analysis were performed to design the 
vacuum chamber; as well as to design other special components integrated 
in ü. The fabrication and thorough tests conducted wüh prototypes is de-
scribed; in particular, an aluminium AA6061 OD860 mm window 2 mm 
thick that UHV seáis one of the detectors, two bellows expansión joint alu
minium fabricated in AA2219 and two optimized aluminium AA2219 UHV 
flanges. 

The final design consisting of a TIG welded conical structure 12 m long 
fabricated in berillium with thickness ranging between 1 and 2.4 mm, im-
plementing the validated aluminium window, optimized flanges and bellows 
expansión joints, will allow a factor 5 reduction of the radiation background 
generated by the initial vacuum chamber allowing the study of the physics 
that the LHCb experiment is designed for. 
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Estructuración de la Tesis 

La presente Tesis Doctoral se estructura en 7 capítulos. En una primera 
parte, se analiza la evolución en el diseño de las cámaras de vacío en los 
experimentos de los colisionadores de partículas desde sus orígenes. Se estu
dian en detalle los factores que afectan su diseño para proponer finalmente 
un decálogo de los requisitos técnicos que han de seguirse. En una segunda 
parte, aplicando los criterios descritos, se explican los desarrollos, cálculos 
y ensayos efectuados para conseguir el diseño óptimo de la cámara de vacío 
de LHCb. 

El primer capítulo describe sucintamente el modelo estandard de la física 
de partículas y justifica científicamente la ambición del experimento LHCb 
por desentrañar los misterios de la violación CP. Una segunda parte del 
capítulo explica los principios fundamentales de la física de aceleradores lo 
que permitirá al lector no especializado entender conceptos que se manejan 
a lo largo de la Tesis. 

El segundo capítulo hace un análisis histórico sobre el nacimiento de la física 
de partículas y de los 50 años de existencia del CERN. Se incluye asimismo 
una descripción del LHC, acelerador actualmente en construcción, del que 
formará parte el experimento LHCb. 

El tercer capítulo describe el experimento LHCb cuya cámara de vacío es 
el objeto esencial de la presente Tesis. 

En el cuarto capítulo se estudia la evolución en las técnicas aplicadas en 
la fabricación de las cámaras de vacío de los experimentos de los colision
adores de partículas. Los criterios técnicos que han de tenerse en cuenta se 
describen en detalle; y en una última parte se resume lo que sería la cámara 
de vacío realmente construible que mejor los implementa. 
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El quinto capítulo describe los ensayos efectuados para la caracterización 
de materiales, asi como para el desarrollo y cualificación de las soldaduras 
TIG y por haz de electrones. 

El sexto capítulo describe los cálculos efectuados tanto para el diseño de 
la cámara como para los componentes especiales desarrollados que en ella 
se integran. Se incluye asimismo la descripción de los ensayos efectuados 
en la validación de dichos componentes. El cálculo global de deflexiones y 
tensiones con la estructura final de soportes es también presentado. 

En el séptimo capítulo se resumen los desarrollos efectuados que permiten 
un diseño que reduce en un factor 5 la radiación de fondo generada por la 
cámara de vacío inicialmente propuesta que provocó la Tesis Doctoral que 
se presenta. Un apartado final propone futuros desarrollos para reducir aún 
más la radiacón de fondo si tras los primeras años de operación se conside
rase necesario. 

En el apéndice se incluyen los diseños elaborados gracias a los desarrollos, 
cálculos y consideraciones que se explican en las páginas que siguen. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction: related physics 

The aim of this first Chapter is to provide to the non-specialist 
reader the minimum. concepts necessary to understand the phys-
ical background underpinning this thesis work. It consists of two 
parís: in the first, the physical justification of the LHCb^ exper-
iment is explained. It deals with the symmetries linked to the 
Standard Model of paríide physics and, in paríicular, on the 
CP violation and its cosmological implications (to travel deeper 
through these concepts, the proceedings of the 1997 European 
School of Paríicle Physics [1] are an ideal tool). In a second 
part the main principies of accelerator physics are covered (the 
main bibliographic source for this first parí are the proceedings 
of the 1994 CERN Accelerator School [2] and [3]). 

1.1 Standard model of particle physics and 
CP violation 

The evolution of particle physics in the last 50 years has been supported 
and pushed forward by experimental results achieved in increasingly more 
powerful particle accelerators aiming at unravelling the sub-nuclear world. 
The Standard Model of particle physics [1] is the theory that describes the 
interactions between the fundamental building blocks of matter. It has been 
extensively tested and its numerical predictions are confirmed with great ac-
curacy (several examples of theoretical predictions and their experimental 

L̂HC stands for Large Hadron Collider; b makes reference to h quark 
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Table 1.1: The three families of leptons axid quarks as defined in the Standard 
Model. 

Fermion 

quark 

lepton 

Farnily 
up(w) 

down (d) 
e 

Ve 

charm {c) 

strange (s) 

Vr 

top (í) 

bottom (&) 
T 

Charge 
2/3 

-1/3 
-1 

0 

confirmations can be found in [4]). Nonetheless, open questions remain. 

Nature is ruled by four diíferent forces (see Table 1.2), but only three of 
them are described by the Standard Model; gravitation has not been incor-
porated. The three forces are the result of the exchange of spin-1 bosons: 
gluon mediating the strong forcé, massive W^ and Z° mediating the weak 
forcé and photons mediating the electromagnetic interaction. The interac-
tions are explained by local gauge symmetries in a non-abelian gauge group 
SU{Z) ® SU{2) (g) [/(I); where the group SU{S) defines the mathematical 
framework for the strong nuclear forcé, the group SU{2) accounts for the 
weak nuclear interaction and U{1) for the electromagnetic forcé. 

There are two fundamental groups of 1/2-spin fermions that can be consid-
ered as fundamental particles: leptons and quarks, each of them containing 
three diíferent families (see Table 1.1). Quarks are the intimate constituents 
of hadrons that can be either fermionic or baryons or bosonic or mesons. 
Neutrons and protons that form part of the atoms nuclei are baryons; in 
particular they are formed respectively with a triplet of quarks udd and uud 
respectively. On the other hand, mesons are formed by duplets of quarks. 

Besides the local gauge symmetries inherent to the group previously defined, 
there are other non-local symmetries such as the Lorentz transformations 
or diserete symmetries as charge C, parity P and time T. While Lorentz 
transformation leads to laws of energy and momentum conservation, the 
charge symmetry transformation C changes a partióle into its anti-particle 
by reversing the partióle quantum numbers, parity P inverses the space co-
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ordinates and time T reverses time. Initially, it was considered that these 
three discrete symmetries were conserved, because theory by itself does not 
imply the violation o£ any of them. 

In 1957, it was discovered that /?-decay of ^°Co nuclei violated a parity 
transformation P [5]. Subsequently, it was shown how the production of 
neutrinos is also a parity violating process [6]. Henee, although parity was 
accepted to be violated, the combination of charge and parity CP was con
sidered as a general law. This perception changed in 1964 when it was 
observad that the transformation CP changed the mass of neutral kaons 
K° [7]. J. W. Cronin and V. Fitch were awarded with the Nobel price for 
this work in 1980. The Standard Model is consistent with this violation, 
however it cannot explain it. 

There is an obvious asymmetry between matter and antimatter in the uni-
verse. Furthermore, there is the certitude that there is no antimatter in the 
universe based on astronomical observations; matter and antimatter have 
exactly the same spectrum, however cosmic gas in contact with antimatter 
stars would disintegrate emitting a characteristic spectrum never detected. 
Moreover, cosmic rays are basically high energy protons, and anti-protons 
have never been observed in nature. 

In 1967 A.D. Sakharov outlined three conditions needed for the matter an
timatter imbalance to arise [8]; the first one concerned the protón decay, 
the second one was related with the cooling rate of the universe after the big 
bang, and the third one predicted a measurable difference between matter 
and antimatter due to CP violation during the génesis of baryons. The level 
of CP violation that the Standard Model can account for the peculiarities 
of the baryogenesis (that lead to a rapid decay of antimatter and to the 
observable asymmetry in the universe) are not sufficient [9]. 

Nowadays, it has been shown that transformations through C, P and T are 
not invariant and neither are any pair of them as CP, PT or CT in any or-
der. However, the application of the three of them applied together CPT is 
considered. an universal invariant. In fact, the theory would be inconsistent 
if the application of C, P and T to a certain quantum state in a combined 
form and in any order leads to a diíferent quantum state. This invariance 
is mathematically demonstrated in a theorem by R. Jost [10] and up to 
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date has passed all verification tests. Its violation would lead to a general 
revisión of the quantum field theory, which is the mathematical language 
in which the Standard Model is written. 

Since its discovery, CP violation has been only detected in the decay mode 
of K mesons, however in the 5-nieson^ system there are severa! other decay 
modes available. The Review of particle Physics [11] lists over 100 decay 
channels, but the typical decay channels relevant for CP measurement are 
rare. At the LHC energy, approximately 1 out of 160 interactions is expected 
to produce a 66-pair. Therefore, severa! thousands events per year are ex
pected. Some of them are precisely predicted by the Standard Model, some 
others need new physics to understand how CP violation modes through 
B-mesón occur beyond the Standard Model [12]. 

The study of S-meson physics henee becomes an ideal tool to further con-
firm the validity of the Standard Model and search for hints of new physics. 
Purthermore, it might explain the cosm.ologicaUy unanswered asymmetry 
between matter and antimatter. 

One of the four experiments to be operational in the LHC will be specifically 
devoted to the study of 5-mesón physics and CP violation. This experiment 
will be the LHCb (see Chapter 3). 

1.2 Accelerator physics 

Accelerator physics is concerned with three main problems: acceleration, 
steering and focusing of beam partióles. The momentum p'of a particle can 
only be changed by the action of a forcé F as described by Newton's second 
law of motion. 

In nature, there are only four forces available that can change the momen
tum of a travehng particle (see Table 1.2): the strong nuclear forcé, the 
weak nuclear forcé, the electromagnetic forcé and the gravitational forcé. 

^B-meson is a mesón containing a 6 or a 6 quark 
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Table 1.2: Comparison between the four existing forces in natiire: the strong 
and weak nuclear forcé, the electromagnetic forcé and the gravitational forcé [13]. 

Forcé 
Strong 

Electromagnetic 
Weak 

Gravity 

Relativa strength 
1 

1/137 
10-^ 
10-*" 

Range (m) 
10-iB 

oo 
< 10-''̂  

oo 

Partióles affected 
hadrons 

charged partióles 
hadrons & leptons 

all partióles 

For beam partióle physics, the weak and strong nuclear forces are ruled out 
because of their extremely short aotuating rajige. The gravity forcé is too 
weak. Therefore, only the electromagnetic forcé can make partidas gain 
energy and be steered. The equation tha t rules the behaviour of a charged 
partióle moving with velocity v through a volume with a magnetio fiald B 
and electric field É is the Lorentz forcé, F. 

F ^e{vxB + É) (1.2) 

When a partióle travels from point fi to f2, its energy changes as described 
in Equation 1.3. 

rf2 __ i-ñ 

I F •df= e {v xB + É)-df (1.3) 

Given that dr* is parallel to the velocity vector v which is tangential to its 
path, {v X B) • df = 0. Thus, the magnetic field cannot change the energy 
of the moving partióle; an increase of energy can only be due to the eleotrio 
fiald (Equation 1.4). 

AE E-df=eU (1.4) 

where U is the voltage crossed by the partióle. 

In the case of a partióle moving with momentum p, traveling perpendicular 
to the magnetic field B with the definition of coordinates of Figure 3.2, p 
is the radius of ourvature of its trajectory. 
After time di, the partióle has gone through a curved path with radius p 
and length ds with a new momentum p + dp (see Figure 1.2) equated by 
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Figure 1.1: Definition of axis used in the present formulation. 

Centre of gyrotion 

In addition, 

e(.x )̂ = f 

di ' ^ ' d í p dt 

Furthermore, 

e\vx B\ 

(1.5) 

(1.6) 

(1.7) 

describes the cydotron motion [14]. Prom this, one can obtain the magnetic 
ñgidity Bp, which is an essential parameter to understand the particle 
behaviour in its journey around the coUider. 

Bp. P 

e 
(1.8) 

A synchrotron steers the beam by a chain of magnetic dipoles that bend 
the partióles through Equation 1.9 and controls the beam size by magnetic 
quadrupoles in a pattern callad the lattice. Magnetic quadrupoles have fo-
cusing or defocusing properties in perpendicular planes, henee a focusing 
quadrupole in the horizontal plañe defocuses in the vertical one. 
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Figure 1.2: Vector diagraxn. showing the momentum change of a particle in its 
trajectory. 

When a moving particle of momentum p traverses a dipole magnet of length 
I and magnetic field B perpendicular to the plañe of its trajectory, it is 
deflected by an angle d foUowing Equation 1.9. 

. e I IB , , ^, 

where p is the radius of curvature of its trajectory. 

The magnetic field of a quadrupole is perpendicular to the equipotential 
Unes that foUow hyperbolae xz = const. The strength of the quadrupole is 
characterized by its gradient áB^/dx normalized with the magnetic rigidity 

Bp 

The focusing forces act as the restoring forcé of a spring with spring rate k 
hnear with the displacement from the axis. The angular deflection 9 tha t a 
particle would henee undergo is described in Equation 1.11 [15]. 

» = | = H É ^ = ¡,. (1.11) 
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The lattice of a synchrotron foUows a defined sequence, if n is the number of 
dipoles and 6 their bending angle, the total bending n6 = 27r. Furthermore, 
the quadrupoles are installed in a sequence called FODO that focuses and 
defocuses the beam alternatively. 

When a partióle travels through a short quadrupole of length ds, strength 
k and is displaced by z from the axis, the particle is deflected foUowing 
Equation 1.11 as dz' = —kzds. Prona this, it can be deduced 

z"{s) + k{s)z{s) = O (1.12) 

where the sign of k{s) would be reversed interchanging focusing and defo-
cusing. Equation 1.12 applies for particle motion in the vertical plañe. 

In the horizontal plañe, the equation includes the focusing eflFect of the 
bending magnets resulting Equation 1.13. 

Where k(s) is a periodic coefficient that describes the distribution of focus
ing strength around the colHder and p is the radius of curvature. Equation 
1.12 and 1.13 are Hill's equation that rules the movement of a particle along 

the coUider. Generally, -j^p- = 0> so HiU's equations adopt the following 

expression: 

y"{s) + K{s)y{s) = 0 (1.14) 

K{s + L) = K{s) 

where K{s) is a periodic function [2]. The period L can be the collider cir-
cumference or, if the accelerator is composed of n equal cells as it is usually 
the case, the cell length. In particular, the lattice of the LHC is composed 
of 8 equal ares of period L = 2.3 km (sea Section 1.3). 

Using as trial fanction Equation 1.15 . 

y{s) = A u{s) eos {(p{s) + (po) (1.15) 

and maJíing use of Floquet's theorem, Equation 1.16 is obtained for a single 
particle which would describe a transverse oscillation around its orbit called 
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the betatrón oscillation, where the amplitude \j£^{s) and phase ¡̂ (s) would 
depend on the position s along the accelerator. 

y{s) = ^/W)^ eos {ip{s) + ^o) (1.16) 

The /3-fiinction is the inverse of the derivative of the phase v' = j¡ and it 
can be understood as a local wavelength of the oscillation. The /3-function 
has the same periodicity as K{s) with the cell length L. Purthermore, the 
constant e is an invariant of a single partióle motion called the emittance 
for the beam that contains the individual partióle. 

The evolution of a system of A*" partióles when described by its Hamiltonian 
can be understood as a mapping of the phase space onto itself with certain 
quantities left invariant by the mapping. In particular, LiouviUe theorem 
States that volumes in phase space remain invariant. 

"In the vicinity of a partióle, the partióle density in phase space 
is constant if the partióles move in an extemal magnetic field 
or in a general field in which the ¡orces do not depend upon the 
velocity" 

Thus, situations in which space-charge effects appear or when synchrotron 
light is emitted are ruled out [16]. Nonetheless, if the partióles accelerated 
are protons which hardly emit synchrotron radiation or electrons only trav-
eling for a few turns around the collider, the synchrotron radiation emitted 
is not enough to affect the transverse oscillations in a considerable way. 
Henee, the application of the LiouviUe theorem remains vahd. 

If Equation 1.16 is diíferentiated, considering that -^ — ^, Equation 1.17 

is obtained. 

y'{s) = - A / S S^^ (V'Í^) + "Po) + ^ V e ^ eos {^{s) + cpo) (1.17) 

Considering the beam as a cloud of points, the condition of máximum am
plitude P'{s) = O would define a centered eUipse in phase space with semi 

axes of ^/s^ and ./4¡ (see Figure 1.3). This allows to see the physical 

meaning of the emittance e as the área of this ellipse that would henee be 
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Figure 1.3: Representation in the phase space of the envelope of the position 
of the partióles. The área of this ellipse is iré. 

AREA=n(s/pr(£PP =nS 

Área = iré and is usually measured in TT mm mrad. 

Strictly from the point of view of beam optics, the experimental área is just 
a drift space between the two focusing quadrupoles Ql of the low-/9 triplets, 
which aim at reducing the beam height to the plañe of beams crossing with 
the point of mínimum cross-section exactly placed at the interaction point 
[2]. The valué of the 0 function at a distance d from the interactiori point 
is shown in Equation 1.18 

m-^+j. (1.18) 

where ¡3* accounts for the valué oí ¡3 in d = 0. This leads to a higher 0-
function at Ql through Equation 1.18, and henee potential aperture prob-
lems. The smaller 0* is, the faster /3{d) will grow with the distance d from 
the interaction point. 

To avoid periódica! kicks of the beam in its jo\u:ney around the collider, 
it is essential to know the niunber of betatrón oscillations that a partióle 
undergoes. This is defined by the tune Q that is defined in Equation 1.19 
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^ Aĉ  1 [^ ás I í ds 

where A(p = ip{s + L) — (p{s). Due to the periodicity of /3(s), the tune Q 
is independent from the position around the colHder. It is essential that Q 
is not a integer or a rational number, otherwise in each tum the particle 
would see the same kick building up into a resonant growth. 

Field errors lead to integer resonances. In addition, misalignments of mag-
nets lead to coupHng between horizontal and vertical betatrón oscillations. 
This leads to the general condition for the tune Q shown in Equation 1.20. 

mQ^ + nQ,j^l (1.20) 

where m, n and I are integers. 

In reality, a beam consists of a certain number of partióles with a momentum 
distribution Ap/po « 10"^. This momentum deviation can be considered 
as a quadrupole error that induces a shift in the tune Q; being particularly 
important with strong focusing quadrupoles and with big valúes of the ¡3-
function. A dimensionless quantity called cromaticüy ^, defined as the 
variation of the tune with the momentum deviation, accounts for this effect. 

e = # ^ (1-21) 
Ap/p 

In large accelerators, the cromaticity can be very high in both planes and 
imply serious limitations into the beam current. This effect is corrected by 
sextupole magnets whose focusing strength depends on the transverso beam 
position. 

In a particle coUider, the rate of particle production, Ng, in the experiments 
of a certain physical process is given by Equation 1.22. 

Ñe = <JejC (1.22) 

where de is the interaction cross-section of the event under study and £ 
is a machine parameter called luminosüy, that describes how eífectively 
the accelerator performs. The luminosity of the LHC has the foUowing 
expression [17]. 
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where N is the number of particles in each of the circulating bunches k, f 
is the beam reyolution frequency, ¡3* is the valué of the betatrón function 
at the interaction point, £„ the emittance corresponding to one standard 
deviation a from the beam axis, 7 the Lorentz factor 7 = E/TUOC^ and 
F a reducing factor related with the beam crossing angle and the partióle 
bunch length [18]. The luminosity is also expressed by the beam size at one 
standard deviation by Equation 1.22. 

C^P^F (1.24) 

The nominal luminosity expected in the LHC is 1.0 x lO^^cm^s"-^, and it 
will be the highest ever achieved. 

The total number of events of a physical process with cross section a^, col-
lected during a period T taking data is given by Equation 1.25 

Ne = (Xe Í Cdt = aeCint (1-25) 
Jo 

where Cint is the integrated luminosity and is a figure of merit of the colüder 
that measures simply the capability to disentangle a certain process •with 
known cross section. The increase of the luminosity (see Equation 1.22) is 
essential for the collider efficiency. Equation 1.18 shows how the higher the 
^ at a distance d from the interaction point, the lower the /3*. However, a 
high valué of/5(CÍQI) implies big apertures and limits the achievable magnetic 
field in Ql. A thorough explanation of the means to increase the luminosity 
can be found in [19]. 



Chapter 2 

CERN and the LHC 

The discovery of nuclear fission in 1938 together with the inven-
tion of the synchrotron some years later became the onset of the 
partide physics as a new science that prohed inside the nucleus. 
Since those times, an extremely successful technological path has 
been covered to unravel physics in the microscopic world. This 
chapter aims at providing a glimpse of this history and focuses 
on the main events occurred at CERN since its foundation in 
1954. Furihermore, a short description of the most challeng-
ing partide collider ever constructed, the Large hadron Collider 
(LHC), is given. 

2.1 The birth of partióle physics 

The detection of nuclear fission by O. Hahn and F. Strassmann in 1938 [20], 
together with the outbreak of the World War II brought about an abnipt 
change in the whole character of nuclear physics. Investigations hitherto 
regarded as basic research were now considered primarily from the point of 
view of practical applicabiüty. 

In the immediate post-war period, concepts üke elementary-particle physics 
were not used as such. The distinction between nuclear physics and cosmic-
ray physics was only really applied by experimentalists, as theoreticians 
were taking basic experimental data from both sources. 

Cosmic rays physicists had to face 3 major difficulties carrying out experi-

13 
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ments [21]: 

• Inaccuracy in measurement 

• Low reproducibility 

o Lack of theoretical background 

The former problems yielded a rather poor basis for theoretical work. 

On the other hand, nuclear physics had a much broader meaning than nowa-
days. Unlike today, the term was not so closely associated with the idea of 
a specific energy región. Rather it was the type of phenomena investigated 
and the kind of questions asked which determinad whether the work was 
regarded as nuclear physics. In fact, the whole complex of research relating 
to questions on the basic structure of niatter (nuclear forces, mesons, field 
theory,...) belonged at that time to nuclear physics. 

By 1946, the experimental data on new partióles carne almost entirely from 
cosmic radiation. Until 1945, four types of accelerators were in use [22]: 
Van de Graíf, Cockcroft-Walton, cyclotron and betatrón. The cyclotrons 
which were able to reach the highest energies, soon reached their energy 
hmit at roughly 25 MeV for protons. The origin of this hmit is the rel-
ativistic increase of mass at particle velocities cióse to that of hght. This 
mass increase results in a change of frequency of the revolving particle. This 
particle falls out of phase with the frequency of the accelerating field, jdeld-
ing a deceleration of the particle. A solution to this problem was proposed 
in an independent way by E.W. McMillan [23] and V. Veksler [24]. It carne 
to be known as the principie of phase stability. The main idea behind it was 
to compénsate for the relativistic mass increase by changing either the ac
celerating high frequency voltage or the magnetic field strength during the 
acceleration of the partióles. Hereby, it was possible to accelerate particles 
into the GeV región without encountering major diSiculties. This allowed 
not only to opérate cyclotrons at higher energies, thus converting them in 
synchro-cyclotrons, but also to build a completely new type of accelerator, 
the synchrotron. 

The principie of this new machine was to keep the particles on a path of 
constant radius by varying both the magnetic field strength and the fre
quency of the accelerating voltage with increasing particle energy. One 
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therefore needed only a ring of magnets, and not huge disc-like magnets 
as in the cyclotron. This had both technological and financial advantages, 
the former being easier to achieve homogeneous magnetic field and good 
vacuum in the small región of the ring, the latter being less material was 
£or construction. However, the most striking advantage was that such an 
accelerator could be used for accelerating both protons and electrons. The 
US Atomic Energy Commission decided to sponsor two enormous protón 
synchrotrons, the Bevatron of 6.4 GeV at Berkeley and the Cosmotron of 3 
GeV at Brookhaven, both operational in 1954. 

As fax as nuclear physics is concerned, March 1948 represented a key date. 
The artificial production of mesons had its premiere. For the first time, 
cosmic-ray physics and nuclear physics met at the scientific level. With ac-
celerators ene could now perform more controUed, more accurate, and more 
challenging experiments under laboratory conditions. 

2.2 CERN: the path toward the LHC 

The history of CERN begins in 1954. In the aftermath of World War II, 
during the European Conference for Culture held in Lausanne in 1949 the 
problem of co-operation in nuclear physics research was raised [25]. The 
Worker's Party presented a question in the Geneva Cantonal Parliament ex-
pressing concern about instaUing a nuclear laboratory in Geneva remarking: 

"It seems strange in the present circumstances that the Geneva Government 
should, merrily and without hesitation, be agreeing to the idea of Geneva 
becoming the center of an 'atomic' institute. Which could mean that, one 
day, we shall be a target for atomic bombs". 

In November 1952, a referendum was launched seeking to prohibit the es-
tablishment of a nuclear physics institute in the cantón of Geneva. The 
people of Geneva massively rejected the prohibition motion. In parallel, in 
June 1952 the protagonists of the European laboratory had agreed that it 
should be a center for research in high-energy physics equipped with two 
accelerators: a giant Protón Synchrotron of 28 GeV (called PS), and a 
Synchro-Cyclotron of 600 MeV (called SC) [26]. On 1 August 1957 the 
s e first reached its fuU design energy. Its aim was to serve as a tool for 
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training European physicists who were not used to work with accelerators 
and of adapting the functioning of the organization to the real demands of 
a day-to-day scientific life. 

The first running years of the SC exceeded all expectations in the amount 
and variety of scientific work produced, not only in partióle physics but also 
in nuclear physics and chemistry. Indeed, by using the SC one was limited 
to low energies and to only four kinds of partióles, namely, protón p, neu
trón n, pión TT and muon ¡j,. As soon as the PS was operational, many of the 
groups working in particle physics moved to the PS and as a consequence 
the time spent on SC for nuclear physics and chemistry increased. Prom 
1965 on, SC was strictly dedicated to nuclear physics. 

Late 1959, the 28 GeV protón accelerator, PS, carne into operation after 8 
years of design and construction work. The PS led to a half a year's adyance 
over its American counterpart, the Brookhaven AGS; however, physicists 
had to learn that the way of doing particle physics was undergoing drastic 
changes. Long-term planning and accurate timing started to play a decisive 
role for the progress of high-energy particle physics. 

The construction of the PS faced new technical challenges in particular 
concerning the construction of magnets, RF and control systems. The mag-
nets were placed on a concrete ring, having a 100 m radius and a 2 m 
cross-section. However, the vacuum system was quite simple; owing to the 
high beana energy at injection, the problem of scattering by residual gas 
molectdes was not important and therefore a pressure of 10~^ Torr was 
suíñcient, which did not imply worrisome pressure eífects. To reduce the 
shutdowns to a minimum, the chamber was divided in 10 equal sections 
separated by a valve and the pumping was done by 50 oil-diffusion pumps 
equally spaced around the whole ring. The PS has recently celebrated its 
40*̂ ^ year anniversary in operation. 

Nevertheless, the accelerated particles interacted with a fixed target in the 
laboratory frame of reference. The energy available during the collision is 
that measured in the center of mass of the system target nucleon/incident 
particle. Such energy increases only with the square root of the accelerator 
energy, the target being at rest. So, for identical coUiding particles we have 

EcM = \llmc^E 
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where E is the energy of the beam, m the mass of the particle and c the 
speed of Hght. 

However, if two particles of energies Ei and E2 moving in opposite directions 
collide head-on, the available energy is proportional to the product of the 
two energies measured with respect to the laboratory system, i.e. 

EcM ~ 2yEiE2 

For example, two accelerators of 22 GeV arranged tangentially to coUide 
head-on are equivalent to a machine of 1000 GeV in which the protons hit 
a fixed target [27]. Anyhow, the number of interactions between beams is 
in effect considerably reduced, given that their density is much lower than 
a solid or liquid target. 

On 22 December 1960, the first report suggesting what could be the new gen-
eration of accelerators for CERN was released. The conclusión reached by 
the authors was that a storage coUiding ring was a feasible project [28]. In 
June 1965 the council finally took the decisión to construct the Intersection 
Storage Ring (callad ISR) a technically very sophisticated machine. This 
decisión was controversial and mainly fought by CERN engineers. While 
being a masterpiece of technology, its use as a physics tool was immediately 
compromised by one of the considerations which had always made physicists 
doubt about its construction: its Inminosity, i.e. the number of particles 
per cm^s"'-, which is proportional to the probability of an event to happen 
(see Section 1.2) for further details). Whilst it was designed to a nominal 
luminosity of 4 x 10^° cm-^s""^, it could not reach more than 10̂ ® cm^^s"-^ 
in its initial run [29]. The nominal luminosity was not achieved until 1974, 
three years after its commissioning, and following a redesign of the vacuum 
system and vacuum. operation. The main reason for this linaitation was the 
beam-induced pressure rises due to the high nominal design current (20 A) 
and energy (31.4 GeV). Protons in the circulating beams ionized part of the 
residual gas in the beam pipe. These gas ions were accelerated by the beam 
potential of 1 kV and impinged the vacuum chamber wall penetrating more 
than the standard cleaning methods. This led to desorption from the wall 
and henee pressure rise with an avalanche effect causing dramatic local va
cuum variations followed by beam loss. These unforeseen problems allowed 
American and Russian teams to discover the J/tp (1974) and v (1977) in a 
range of energies where the ISR was dominating [30], confirming that the 
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weak forcé was propagated through neutral currents. 

The image of CERN in the scientific community was weakened by this fal-
tering ISR initial running. CERN needed to overeóme this situation and 
it decided to convert the next accelerator under construction, the Super-
Proton Synchrotron (called SPS) initially aimed as a 400 GeV p fixed target 
experiment accelerator into a proton-proton collider. The idea was brought 
up by C. Rubbia in 1976 [31] and its technical feasibihty and physical inter-
est were agreed upon the beginnings of 1977 [32]. Only the determination 
of CERN management preparad to take a risk to raise the prestige of the 
laboratory, and of scientists eager to be the first to make an important dis-
covery allowed the 'quick and dirty' discovery of the W'^, W~ and Z. The 
discovery of these particles would confirm the predictions of the so-called 
unified gauge theory of S. Weinberg, A. Salam and G. Glashow, which later 
carne to be known as the Standard Model of Particle Physics (see Section 
1.1). 

It became evident that if they existed at all, the W'^, W~ and Z could 
only be detected by machines far more powerful than any of the ones then 
available or under construction at the time. While the masses of the weak 
bosons were still only vaguely defined by raid 70s, the lower hmit was set to 
50 GeV/c^ by 1976, with the upper Hmit thought to be around 100 GeV/c^. 
Only a 400 GeV proton-proton collider or a 100 TeV fixed target acceler
ator could achieve their detection. The SPS arrived five years later than 
its energy equivalent the Fermilab's 4 commissioned in 1972 which ran at 
500 GeV; CERN had again no chances of big discoveries and the frustrating 
feeüng that the Americans had again won the race was present. 

At 5 am on 10 July 1981 proton-antiproton coUisions, at a center of mass 
energy of 540 GeV were observed for the first time at UAl detector. One 
year later a sufficient number of events had been accumulated for the W 
and the Z discovery to be announced. In 1984, C. Rubbia and S. van der 
Meer won the Nobel prize for their discovery. 

The Large Electron Positrón coUider (LEP) history begins in the late 1970's 
when CERN council discussed the long-term future of high energy physics 
in Europe. After a history built around hadron machines, the idea of an 
electrón-positrón collider was a break with CERN tradition. However, given 
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that electrón and positrón are elementary partióles not formed from tinier 
ones, the results of coUisions are much easier to interpret. 

LEP was formally approved in 1981 and the civil engineering work began 
on September 1983. The construction began with the civil-engineering ac-
counting for more than half o£ the total construction budget. A 27 km 
tunnel was excavated at a depth between 40 and 140 m and with a slope of 
1.4% to keep it within a single stratum of rock (see Figure 2.1). 18 shafts 
to access this tunnel along the perimeter were also excavated. 

Figure 2.1: A 3D schematic view of LEP layout where the underground con-
structions are illustrated. 

In order to steer the partióles and allow the electron-posítron coUisions 3368 
dipoles, 816 quadrupoles, 504 sextupoles and 700 other magnets which cor-
rect small deviations of beam orbits were instaUed. In addition to this num-
ber of magnets, 128 copper accelerating cavities, 3500 sections of vacuum 
chamber, 60 mobile vacuum pumping stations, 22.4 km of getter pumping, 
1775 ion pumps and 720 vacuum valves were also needed. 

The first beam circulated on 14*̂ ^ July 1989. Originally aimed at reaching 
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a beam energy of 45 GeV, an upgrade in the accelerator cavities allowed 
104 GeV in its last runs in 2000. Four experimenta were installed at LEP: 
ALEPH, DELPHI, OPAL and L3. 

Among the múltiple scientific contributions of LEP to the miderstanding 
of nature, the outstanding result is that LEP experiments have shown that 
three and only three families of partióles exist in the standard model. The 
standard théory has beén proven to one part in a thousand of accuracy. 

LEP data are so accurate that they are sensitive to phenomena that occur 
at energies beyond those of the machine itself. All evidence indícate that 
new physics he at energies around 1 TeV. The LHC study was initiated 
during the LEP conception and will cover that range of energy. Its main 
issues are described in the next section. 

2.3 The Large Hadron Collider 

The Large Hadron CoUider (LHC) will be housed in the 27 km LEP oíd 
tunnel adapted to the LHC needs (see Figure 2.2). It will be fed by existing 
smaller accelerators (mainly PS and SPS) that will work as boosters. The 
LHC will reach 7 TeV per beam with a nominal luminosity (see Section L2) 
of 1.0 X lO^^cm-^s-^ at a nominal beam current of 0.56 A [33] (see Table 2.1). 

The technological challenges that'the LHC faces in its construction are enor-
mous. To achieve such high beam energies (340 MJ will be stored in the 
ring in the form of the circulating beams), more than 1700 superconduct-
ing magnets will be instaUed around the ring fiUing 23 km. of the total 27 km. 

To steer 7 TeV identical partióles in opposite direction around the ring, an 
8.3 T magnetic field is supplied by 15 m. long dipole magnets (see Figure 
2.3) with a gradient of 83 T/m between the two beampipes. In addition, 
quadrupoles, sextupoles, octupoles, decapóles and dodecapoles supercon-
ducting magnets will be used to focus the beam and correct the non-linear 
fields errors introduced by magnet imperfections and the effect of the beam-
beam interaction in the interaction points. 

The superconducting cable used is the weU known technology of NbTi al-
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Table 2.1: Design nominal paxameters of the LHC. 

Circumference 
Revolution frequency 
Beam energy at collision 
Beam energy at injection 
Dipole 
Beam nominal current 
Beam spacing 
Bunch time separation 
Number of partióles per bunch 
Normalized emittance 
Beam lifetime 
Crossing angle 
Energy loss per beam 
Total radiated power per beam 
Stored energy per beam 

26658.9 
11.2455 

7 
450 
8.3 

0.56 

7.48 
24.95 

1.1 X 10^^ 

3.75 
78 

300 
7 

3.8 
340 

m 
kHz 
TeV 
GeV 
T 
A 
m 
ns 

/^m • rad 
h 
mrad 
keV 
kW 
MJ 

ready used in Tevatron (Fermilab) and HERA (DESY). However, superfluid 
helium cooling (only achievable at T <2.17 K) is required to reach such high 
magnetic fields. This tedmology was first successfuUy used in the french 
Tokamak TORESUPRA (Cadaxache). The helium in its superfluid con-
dition acquires negUgible viscosity and a huge heat conductivity. Cooling 
the cryomagnets to the desired temperatures will require 93500 kg of liquid 
helium [17]. 

Four big experiments (ALICE, ATLAS, CMS, LHCb) will be operational 
in the LHC. ALICE will be devoted to ion physics [34], LHCb will mainly 
study CP violation (see Section 1.1) [35] and ATLAS [36] and CMS [37] 
are generalistic ones capable to analyse whatever new physics arise, but in 
particular the Higg's boson if Higg's generally accepted model is correct. 
The LHCb experiment, whose vacuum chamber design is the scope of this 
Thesis, is explained in detall in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic layout of the LEP tunnel infrastructures required for its 
adaptation to house the LHC. The eight insertion points are numbered as well 
as the corresponding hardware installed. 
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Chapter 3 

LHCb experiment 

The LHCb^ is one of the four big experiments ihat will opér
ate at the LHC. Its scientific objective is to search for physics 
heyond the Standard Model by studying CP violation in detail. 
This chapter tries to describe how the experiment will work and 
some of the challenges to be overeóme. One of the issues is the 
beampipe, which is one of the dominant sources of background 
in the detector due to the secondary interactions. At the time of 
the Technical Proposal [35] submitted in 1998, the beampipe was 
made of aluminium with stainless steel bellows. Simulation stud-
ies showed that this produced uncomfortably high background. 
The technical developments described in this Thesis work have 
heen triggered by the effort to reduce this background as much 
as possible to ensure that the physics goal can be achieved. The 
main sources of this chapter are the Technical Design Reports 
of the different detectors. 

3.1 Overview of the LHCb experiment 

The LHC will be the most copious source of 5-mesons^ among all the 
colliders constructed until now (see Section 1.1), even with a luminosity 
anticipated in the initial phase of the LHC operation. LHCb is one of the 
four major experiments to be operational in the LHC (see Section 2.3). It 
will be housed in the cavern of the interaction región 8 (IR8) of the ring 

•"•b makes reference to b quaxk 
^B-meson is a mesón containing a & or a 6 quaxk 
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and it plans to opérate with an average luminosity of 2 X 10^^ cm'^s"-'- (i.e. 
50 times lower than the nominal expected luminosity for the two bigger ex-
periments ATLAS and CMS) by adjusting the focusing of the beams. Such 
luminosity should be achievable from the beginning of the LHC despite the 
diíEcult initial runnings. At this luminosity, events will be dominated by 
single proton-proton interactions that will próvida about lO-*-̂  bb in one year 
of data taking [35]. 

The LHCb experiment is specifically designed to analyse the laxge number 
of J5-mesons expected during the LHC operation and make precise studies 
of CP asynametries and rare decays in the S-meson systems. This may 
reveal a sign of physics beyond the Standard Model. 

LHCb is a single-arm 20 m long spectrometer with a dipole magnet with 
a free apertura of ±300 mrad horizontally (bending plañe) and ±250 mrad 
vertically (non-bending plañe) that provides an integrated field of 4 Tm [38]. 
The interaction point is shifted 11 m from the nominal point at the centre 
of the experimental hall permitting máximum use of the cavern that previ-
ously housed the LEP experiment DELPHI; the beam axis will be 6301 high 
mm from the ñoor of the cavern [39]. It comprises several detection systems 
situated one after the other transversely to the beam (a vértex detector, a 
dipole magnet, a tracking system, two Ring-Imaging-Cherenkov counters 
(RICH), an electromagnetic (ECAL) and hadron (HCAL) calorimeter and 
a muon detector with five muon stations (M1-M5)). Figure 3.1 gives a 
schematic representation of the spatial layout of the LHCb detectors afore-
mentioned. 

The aim of these detectors, is to reconstruct the tracks from each event 
as fully as possible by measuring the momentum, energy, trajectory and 
identification the particles created by the proton-proton collisions. 

The coordínate system of the LHCb experiment is defined in [39]. The 
beam line of the LHC is inclined 3.601 mrad with respect to the horizontal, 
the beampipe follows the beam line and so will some of the detectors (i.e 
the vértex, the first RICH, the first tracking station and the dipole mag
net). The rest of the detectors will be installed vertically with their center 
foUowing the beam line. The definition of the coordínate system is not the 
same as the LHC machine or the civil engineer ones (see Figure 3.2) 
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the LHCb experiment. The interaction point is centered 
at (x,y,z) = (0,0,0) (see text for further details) [40]. 

The vértex locator (VELO) is aimed at identifying the decay point of B-
mesons. These decay vértices may be extremely cióse to the interaction 
point, so their reconstruction reqnires an accurate extrapolation of their 
secondary partióles tracks. To achieve this, the VELO features a series of 
25 silicon stations placed along the beam une. During data taking, the sta-
tions are placed at a radial distance fróm the beam, which is smaller than 
the beam size during injection, henee they are spht in two halves and are 
retractable by 30 mm from the axis (more details can be found in [41]). 

In the VELO the silicon stations will be housed inside a thin aluminium 
box contained in the primary or beam vacuura (see Figure 3.3). If these 
volumes containing the silicon detectors are not completely leak tight, op-
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Figure 3.2: Definition of coordinates linked to the LHCb experiment: the ex
periment, the machine and the civil engineering ones [39]. 
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erational problems might be generated in the LHC causing the saturation 
of NEG's (see Section 4.2.5) or even its poisoning [42]. The mechanics of 
the VELO facing the primary vacuum will be baked up to 150°C with the 
aim of keeping the NEG's unsaturated during at least one year of running. 
This temperatura is limited to such valué because of the special VELO clos-
ing window welded to the beam pipe and vacuum sealed to the VELO tank 
with an aliuninium covered HeHcoflex metallic seal of 860 nun diameter (see 
Section 6.2.1). 

The tracking system is based on the ionization capability of moving charged 
partióles: their trajectory leaves a olear trail when traversing certain media. 
The dipole magnet bends the charged partióles allowing to calcúlate their 
momentum from their curvatures. In the LHCb there will be four tracking 
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Figure 3.3: 3D view of the vértex detector of the LHCb experiment. 

chambers (TT, TI , T2 and T3) between RICHl and RICH2. 

Each tracking chamber (except TT) consist of an iiiner and outer tracker 
designad to optimize the occupancy of the chambers, which is defined as the 
fraction of detector channels that are hit in an event, henee being equiv-
alent to the probability that in an certain event a given channel is hit by 
a partióle. More information about the dipole magnet of LHCb and the 
tracking chambers can be found in [38], [43] and in [44]. 

The RICH detectors are based on the Cherenkov effect that explains how 
a charged particle radiates when its speed exceeds the velocity of hght in a 
given médium. The angle de of the emitted radiation respect to the moving 
direction of the particle follows Equation 3.1. 
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cosec = -^ (3.1) 

where ¡3 — ̂  being v the particle velocity and n the refractive index of the 
médium [45]. The reconstruction of the em.itted radiation angle provides a 
measurement of the particle velocity; this information combined with the 
determination of the momentum allows its identification. There will be two 
RICH detectors in the LHCb (see Figure 3.4): R ICHl covering between 
25 and 300 (250) mrad of the acceptance angle in the horizontal (vertical) 
plañe, and RICH2 covering the small polar angles between 10 and 120 mrad 
to identify high momentum tracks (high pseudo-rapidity and small curva-
ture after passing through the magnetic field of the dipole). The Cherenkov 
photons are focused by mirrors to detectors planes positioned outside the 
spectrometer acceptance. Further details on the RICH detectors can be 
found in [46]. 

The Electromagnetic (ECAL) and Hadron (HCAL) Calorimeters are de-
signed to measure energy of hadrons, electrons and photons in a distructive 
manner. They are made of interleaving layers of scintillators^ and a dense 
absorber material that interacts with incoming partidas generating many 
secondary particles, which again interact with the absorber. In this manner, 
a cascada of lower energy particles are generated, which are then detectad 
in the scintillator. The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is designed 
to absorb electrons and photons. Further out, the Hadron Calorimeter 
(HCAL) is an even denser device designed to absorb hadrons. In the LHCb, 
the ECAL consists of 66 alternative layers of 2 mm thick lead and 4 mm 
scintillator with a total radiation thickness of the detector of 25Xo (see Sec-
tion 4.2.1). The HCAL module is constructed by several plates of 4 mm 
scintillator tiles embedded in 16 mna of iron structure, with a total thickness 
of 1.2 m that represents to 5.6AT (see Section 4.2.1). 

Any particle travehng and detected beyond the hadronic calorimeter can be 
assumed to be a muon with high probability. Muons undergo the same in-
teractions as electrons but being 200 times more massive. A muon traverses 
the calorimeters without losing hardly any energy given that, being leptons, 
they do not interact with nuclei through the strong nuclear forcé, ñor being 

^Materials whose molecules emit light after being excited by the charged traveling 
particle and used as sensitive detector materials 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of RICHl (left) and RICH2 (right). 
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SO massive, are aífected by the electric field of the atoms they pass through. 
The niuon detection is perforined in the Muon system, which consist of five 
muon chambers (MI - M5). The first and the second stations are in front 
and behind the calorimeter system respectively. The remaining three are 
embedded in 80 cm steel plates with a total absorber length of 20AT. More 
details of the Muon system can be found in [47]. 

The fraction of events with S-mesons is less than 1% of the proton-proton 
interactions. Furthermore, branching fractions of the interesting B-meson 
decay modes are 10~^ or less. Therefore, only a tiny fraction of the proton-
proton interactions is potentially interesting for the LHCb experiment. Re-
altime selection of those events is performed by the trigger system. The 
output rate of physics events is hmited by the total data throughput of 200 
Hz leading to a data storage capacity requirements of 20 MB/s [35]. The 
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trigger system algorithms need to be selective in extracting the fraction of 
interesting events from known ones and cope for the máximum 200 Hz that 
can be analysed. The interaction rate of any event can be easily estimated 
by its cross section (Te and the experiment luminosity C as described in 
Equation 1.22. For inelastic proton-proton interactions the total rate will 
be 16 MHz, and from this ene every 160 will produce a bb pair, henee its 
production will be of the order of 100 kHz. The events desired to under-
stand the CP violation will be a small fraction of this. The trigger system 
reduces the input event rate of 40 MHz to 200 Hz to be stored for offline 
analysis by selecting only potentially interesting events. 

3.2 The beampipe: secondary particle 
generation 

The beampipe, being the first material seen by the particles, plays an im-
portant role in the particle background generation and has to be carefully 
designed. An average of sixty primary particles are expected to be created 
in the LHCb acceptance angles for each proton-proton colusión. The inter
actions of these primary particles with the beampipe and with the structural 
materials of the detectors are a source of particles with low momentum, re-
ferred to as 'secondary partióles'. In particular, the main source is due to 
materials cióse to the beam axis Uke the beampipe given that more particles 
are concentrated at smaU angles. To exemplify the relevance of this phe-
nomenon, a simulation of a B-meson event (decaying in two pions •K'^TT') 

with the secondaries generated after the colhsions with the material of the 
beampipe masking the tracks is depicted in Figure 3.2. 

The material initially considered to fabrícate the beampipe was aluminium 
AA2219 [35], which allowed bakeout process at 200°C without dramatic 
loss of the mechanical performance; misalignments and thermal expansions 
during bakeout processes were compensated by stainless steel bellows. How-
ever, physics simulations performed showed large occupancies in the track-
ing chambers. High occupancies imphes that the track reconstruction pro-
gramme has to consider many different combinations of detector hits result-
ing in a loss of performance. Therefore, an effort was required to optimize 
the structural materials of the detectors and the beampipe [49]. Figure 3.6 
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Figure 3.5: Simulation of an event with the secondary paxticle generation. [48] 

compares the influence of diíferent materials of the beam pipe and bellows 
on the occupancies of the nine tracking chambers considerad at the time 
of the Technical Proposal [35]. It shows how aluminium as base material, 
and stainless steel bellows could induce occupancy ratios in the tracking 
chambers up to four times higher than with an ideal MI beryUium ene. 

After these results, beryllium was identifed as a suitable structural material 
for the beampipe. However, the high cost of the beryllium led also to the 
study of beryllium basad composites materials (see Chapter 5). 

Severa! developments were needed to achieve a reUable design. The experi-
ence with LEP beryllium chambers, which were longitudinally brazed (see 
Section 4.1), led to the development of welded joints [51]. Purthermore, 
mechanical properties of the berylhum composites considerad (berylhum-
aluminium metal matrix composite) had to be characterized at bakaout 
temperatures and its weldability qualified according to ISO standards. In 
addition, stainless steel bellows were replaced by machined aluminium ones 
(which is, to the best of the author's knowledge, an unprecedented way of 
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Figure 3.6: Compaxison of occupancy ratios in the nine tracking chambers 
initially planned with diSérent materials of the beam pipe normalized to the 
ideal occupancies ratios expected with no beampipe (horizontal Une) [50]. 
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fabricating bellows (see Section 6.2.2)). 

All of the developments were made to minimize secondary partióles gener-
ated from coUisions of primary ones with the material of the beampipe and 
they are suramarized in the second chapter of [49] co-written by the author 
and described in detall in Chapter 5. 



Chapter 4 

Experimental vacuum 
chambers 

The evolution of particle colliders during the last 35 years, since 
the ISR design times, has demanded a parallel development of 
technology to understand and unravel the physics glimpsed. An 
essential part of this effort was devoted to the vacuum chamber 
as it is the first barñer that the partióles generated in the inter-
action point need to traverse. This chapter studies these tech-
nological advancements pointing out the specific requirements to 
reach the LHC designs. The historical approach given to this 
study, to the best of the author's knowledge, has never been 
done. Furthermore, the technical issues taken into account to 
fulfil the strict experimental beampipes design requirements are 
analysed in a general way. Hadron colliders inherent problems, 
as the LHC will have to face, will be specifically addressed. While 
several scientific papers have described particular aspects of the 
experimental beampipes design (i.e. [52], [53], [54] and [55]), 
this chapter aims at providing a global analysis of all the design 
aspects. 

33 
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4.1 A historical analysis 

4.1.1 The birth of particle coUiders 

In 1960 the idea of colliding particles of opposite charges in the same ring 
was taken up by B. Touschek at the Laboratorio Nazionale di Frascati from 
a 1943 R. Wideroe's idea, which had been patentad in 1953 [56]. Since 
this seminal event in the field of particle coUiders, several new generation 
coUiders have been developed worldwide over the years. Each new machine 
was the result of the experience accumulated in the design and construction 
of the precedent ones. The increasing sensitivity and accuracy of measure-
ments with each new generation of coUiders demanded a parallel evolution 
in the minimization of the radiation background generated in the coUisions 
of the secondary particles with the structural components constituent nu-
clei. The experimental vacuum chamber is the first physical barrier that all 
the secondaries generated need to traverse and special design requirements 
have to be fulfiUed. 

The purpose of this section is to study in depth the historical evolution of 
the design principies of vacuum. chambers in insertion regions of particle 
coUiders worldwide, as weU as the evolution of the technological implemen-
tation of the increasingly demanding technical requirements. Some papers 
have reviewed the state of the art at certain moments [57], [53] and [58], 
however a thorough and global study since its origins in the early seventies 
has never been done. This study has not been limited to CERN, other Lab
oratories in the US, Italy, Germany, Prance, Russia and Japan have been 
covered. CERN has historically often taken the lead in the developments, 
in addition, many of new ideas were pubHshed as laboratories internal notes 
in their original languages being, henee, difíicult to obtain. Thus, most of 
the references used have its origin in CERN. This historical study is being 
performed for the first time to the author's best knowledge. 

Touschek's pioneering work in Prascati lead to the construction of the first 
successful storage ring, the AdA, in 1961, which proved the possibUity of 
maintaining an accelerated beam for hours and accompUshed the obser-
vation of bremsstrahlung in 200 MeV ee colhsions [59]. The experience 
accumulated with AdA led to the construction of a higher energy lepton 
machine of 1.5 GeV in Prascati, the ADONE, as well as others in Prance 
(ACÓ), the US (Princeton-Stanford) and Russia (VEPP-2). The first ma-
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chines were more devoted to the understanding of the beam and its coUisions 
than to unravelling new physics. 

4.1 .2 From t h e I S R t o L E P : t h e technolog ica l evo lu-
t i o n of t h e exper imenta l v a c u u m chamber 

In CERN the construction of an hadron collider, the ISR (see Figure 4.1), 
was achieved in 1971. It consisted of two concentric and slightly distorted 
rings, 300 m in diameter each, intersecting horizontally eight times, with a 
Crossing angle a = 14.8°. 

Figure 4.1: ISR accelerator layout. Note the PS acting as a 28 GeV booster 
(see Section 2.2). 

The different operation principie of coUiders compared with their preceding 
fixed target machines, led the vacuum chambers to become at the core of 
the physics detection. Indeed, the vacuum chamber began to play a central 
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role as they are the part in closest proximity to the beam of partióles. 

The collision of the partióles of the counter-rotating beams inside the va-
cuum chamber required that the detectors be installed around the vacuum 
chamber following its geometry. The detector proximity to the origin of the 
generated partióles was lirtiited by the vacuum chamber. 

Prom the beginning it was clearly identified tha t the design issues to be 
studied in order to achieve the highest possible transparency to partióles 
were basically two: 

• Material 

• Shape 

The material initially considered, due to its weU-known technology, was 
stainless steel. However, its poor transparency linked to the small radiation 
Xo and collision length A^ compared with other mataríais, led rapidly to ex
plore new options (see Section 4.2.1). InitiaUy, extremely thin shells (< 0.5 
mm thick) were considered to fulfiU physical requirements. These structures 
are prone to buckling due to the effect of the atmospheric pressure when 
under vacuum. Henee, difíerent materials such as t i tanium, inconel or alu-
minium and sophisticated shapes such as undulated or ribbed shells, were 
fabricated to increase the local buckling critical pressure (see Section 4.2.7). 

The shape of the first vacuum chambers in the insertion región (IR) of col-
liders at CERN (in particular for the ISR) was analysed by J.C. Brunet in 
1971 [60]. Its shape was conditioned by the coUider geometry which pre-
sented two merging cylindrical sheUs with the already mentioned angle of 
14.8°. Seven of the eight interaction regions were installed in the ISR (see 
Figure 4.2) with their respective vacuum chambers and detectors. Some of 
these were as follows: 

In IR4, a 0.2 mm thick corrugated stainless steel shell (see Figure 4.3). 

In IR7, a 0.3 mm thick corrugated cylindrical tube made of t i tanium, 
electrón beam welding was used for the longitudinal joint, and manual 
and automatic TIG welding for the rest. Destructive tests performed 
yielded the critical pressure at 2.9 bar. 
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Figure 4.2: Different conñgurations of vacuum chambers installed in the inser-
tion regions of the ISR [57]. 
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• In IR8, inconel was used allowing a 0.2 mm thick tube be operational 
due to its higher mechanical performance compared with stainless 
Steel. The major challenge aróse from the difficulties of achieving a 
reliable welding of such thin structure. 

Figiire 4.3: ISR stainless steel corrugated experimental beam pipe. The sepa-
ration of a = 14.8° between the two rings can be appreciated. 

r,«-*f^' 

The experience accumulated allowed the development of technologies, im-
proved the know-how and eased the design of more sophisticated vacuum 
chambers for successive coUiders. 

Already in 1974 C. Hauviller in [52] showed that the most interesting ma
terial combining transparency and mechanical properties was beryllium, 
followed closely by carbón fiber (see Section 4.3). Nonetheless, by the time 
the ISR was designed, the technology with beryllium and fiber caxbon was 
not sufíiciently developed. 
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In 1982 in the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) a beryllium 
chamber was successfully installed after two previous leaking fiascoes [61] in 
the MARK II experiment of PER A 1.5 mm thick beryllium sheet was hot 
roUed to an outside diameter of 156 inin and brazed by means of a beryl
lium spiice bar (see Figure 4.4). The tube was then etched to a thickness of 
1.4 mm to remove damaged surface crystals that could initiate cracks. The 
goal was to avoid trapped brazing ñux that might initiate crevice corrosión 
through the thin wall. The beryllium tube was brazed to aluminium end 
fittings which were welded to an aluminium-stainless steel bimetallic flange. 

Figure 4.4: Beryllium brazing detall of MARK II vacuum chamber in PEP 
coUider in SLAC. 

Be Spiice Bar 

The high risk and swift conversión of the SPS into a pp collider led to 
some risk taking to achieve the máximum transparency possible. Based on 
the SLAC experience, two beryUium vacuum chambers were designed and 
installed into UAl [62] and UA2 [63] detectors. By the early 80's, beryl
lium technology was not developed enough, its applications being Hmited 
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to aerospatial and military industry. The main advantages of beryllium 
are its lightness and its strength. The disadvantages are its low elonga-
tion and high fragility that make it extremely complicated to machine and 
practically impossible to weld as it cracks under thermal stresses. The only 
rehable method to fabrícate the beampipes was by longitudinal brazing of 
roUed sheets. The thickness of the vacuum chamber installed was 0.9 mm 
with two different cross sections, circular for UAl and elliptical for UA2. 
The end fittings were fabricated in aluminium and brazed to the beryllium 
tubes measuring 1800 mm for both vacuum chambers. 

The design for the LEP interaction región beampipe bagan soon after this. 
In 1987, several ideas were hajidled to be implemented in the four upcoming 
experiments [58]: ALEPH, DELPHI, L3 and OPAL. The original common 
idea consisted of a central cyhndrical part about 6 m long and 156 mm in 
diameter with one beUows and a pumping extensión at each extremity (see 
Figure 4.5) 

Figure 4.5: LEP insertion región first generation vacuum chamber 
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The first generation of experimental beampipes eventually implemented 
were the foliowing: 

• Aluminium ring-stiffened beampipe: it was machined from a magne-
sium alloyed aluminium AA5052 seamless tube down to 0.5 mm wall 
thickness. The ribs spacing and dimensions were optimised through 
finite element analysis to resist local buckling. 
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• Beryllium tubes: initially considered althougli the technology was not 
fuUy satisfactory at the time. No welding of beryllium was possible, 
only brazing joints were feasible. The novelty of this material, its high 
price and the health risks associated [64] advised against it though it 
was clearly the best material if transparency and mechanical perfor
mance were combined (see Section 4.3). 

• Carbón fiber composites tubes: this technology was very promising 
at the time, however its mastering was far from being achieved. A 
preUminaxy study was performed for the SPS [65] and developed by 
C. Hauviller [66]. The structural resistance was provided by filament-
wound high modulus carbón fibers impregnated with high tempera-
ture epoxy resin. The electrical continuity was suppHed by an alu-
minium 0.1 mm inner hner. 

The use of composite materials for building the vacuum chambers did not 
end with carbón fiber. In particular, composite sandwich tubes were also 
considered initially for LEP experimental sections and finally discarded. 
This design was based on a vacuum chamber installed in SLAC [67]. Two 
prototypes were fabricated by gluing (with a high temperature epoxy film 
adhesive that polymerizes under pressure at 175°C in ene hour time) an in-
ternal honeycomb core between two layers of thin aluminium. Two different 
thicknesses (0.1 mm and 0.23 mm) were used at CERN showing that the 
resistance against buckling depended only on the aluminium thickness and 
not on the honeycomb type [66]. The main drawback of this conception 
is the high thickness of the wall, because forces the increase of the inner 
diameter of the vértex detectors-"- and henee, their resolution. Purthermore, 
the bakeout process needed to achieve the UHV required is hampered by 
the limited temperature that these materials can withstand without losing 
their mechanical properties. 

LEP began its physics runs on August 1989. Experience with the machine 
operation led to rapid upgrades. In particular, the beam coUimators allowed 
the reduction of the infernal diameter to (?í>106 mm and henee the reduction 
of its thickness (see Subsection 4.2.7). Such achievement allowed a reduc
tion of the distance between the first layer of detection and the interaction 
point obtaining a more precise vértex detection [68]. Unexpected technolog-

^ Detector placed closest to the coUision point so that tracks coming from short-lived 
partióles can be reconstructed. 
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ical problems due to the carbón fiber beampipe led the four experiments to 
choose a beryllium central beampipe for the foUowing generation (one of the 
experiments even had a combinad beryllium and carbón fiber beampipe), 
despite of the considerably higher price with similar performance (see Sec-
tion 4.3). The technology was evolving and by 1991 carbón fibers compos-
ites could reach higher Young modulus (> 400 GPa) than beryllium with a 
comparable transparency (see Subsection 4.2.1) [69]. Furthermore, the out-
gassing rates were reduced with measured valúes as low as lO-"-̂  mbarl/scm^ 
after baking to 150°C [65]. In addition, the fabrication process based on 
wrapping the ñbers accurately around a metalhc thin linar (~ 0.1 mm), 
achieved better tolerances than those of the longitudinahy brazed Be tubes. 

Despite of this, and in order to minimize risks, beryllium was chosen for the 
foUowing generations of LEP beampipes and the promising futura of carbón 
fiber beam pipe around the interaction región died. The initial lengths of 
the beryllium beampipes were between 400 to 760 nun depending on the 
micro-vertex design. These chambers were fabricated through a process 
similar to the SPS ones, i.e. from a formed roUed sheet brazed on a longitu
dinal splice joint. Purther upgradings extended the length of the beampipes. 
The final generation beampipe installed in OPAL and operative until LEP 
last run in 2001 was 4.5 m long [70]. 

The experiance accumulated in the design of the experimental vacuum 
chambers in LEP after several design iterations during its eleven years of 
physics running and the evolution of the beryllium brazing technology led 
to consider beryUium as base material for the four experiments to be run
ning in the LHC. In 1994, the option of welded joints was only possible if 
beryllium-aluminium alloy was usad [71], beryllium welding was not faasibla 
with UHV standards (see Subsection 5.2). 

4.1.3 Toward t h e L H C 

Three of the four experim.ents to be operational in the LHC (ALICE, AT
LAS and CMS) will have a common cyhndrical shape ¡̂ 58 mm inner diam-
eter, 0.8 mm thick and diffarant lengths ranging from 4 to 7 m (see Figure 
4.6 for ATLAS layout). A global description of the fom: beampipes to be 
installed in the four experiments was described in [51]. 
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The LHCb beampipe, whose design and required technological develop-
ments are the scope of this thesis work, has a more compHcated design. 
The LHCb vacuum chamber design is a cone made out of beryUium or a 
berylliuni-aluininiuin composite with two diíferent half angles of 25 mrad 
and 10 mrad stretching up to +13100 mm from the interaction point. It 
is the ñrst time that a conical beryllium pipe will be constructed as the 
vacuum chamber in the interaction región of particle coUiders. 

The beryllium cyhndrical beampipe for ALICE, ATLAS and CMS demands 
brazing technologies between stainless steel and beryllium joints and elec
trón beam welding between aluminium and beryUium. In particular, the 
electrón beam welding of berylliura has been developed specifically in the 
framework of the design of these beampipes. The cyünders are machined 
from isostatically pressed blocks and electrón beam welded circularly. 

To accomplish the design of LHCb, an aluminium-beryUium composite has 
been characterized mechanically for the first time at the operating tem-
peratures (see Subsection 5.1.2) and its electrón beam weldability toward 
aluminium-beryllium and toward a special aluminium alloy (AA2219) qual-
ified (see Subsection 5.2.1). In addition, the TIC welding of beryUium has 
also been quaJified for the first time toward beryUium and toward the same 
aluminium alloy for UHV applications (see Subsection 5.2.2). Furthermore, 
machined aluminium bellows expansión joints have been developed (see 
Subsection 6.2.2) and a 2 mm thick aluminium spherical window (pSGO mm 
(see Subsection 6.2.1) welded to the beryllium vacuum chamber that will 
vacuum seal the vértex detector (see Chapter 3). 

4.2 Design criteria 

The vacuum chambers in the insertion regions are the main physical in-
terface between machine and the detectors. The design of experimental 
vacuum chambers in the interaction región requires that several criteria be 
taken into account. General constraints from a coUider. together with those 
from the experiments lead to the main criteria to be addressed. 

The vacuum chamber must allow a clear passage for the beam under aU 
the different running conditions (such as injection or beam running) and 
a sufficient conductance to aUow the ultra high vacuum valúes needed be 
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Figure 4.6: ATLAS experiment layout 
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achieved. However, sorae o£ the producís of collisions have extremely short 
lives decaying after short distances. The detectors must be radially placed 
as cióse as possible to the beam axis in order to detect the particles in 
their decaying first generation [72]. In addition, the interaction of the pri-
mary particles with the beampipe naust be minimized, critically orienting 
the cholee of materials. Purthermore, the charged partióle beam creates 
electro-magnetic fields that can be trapped or propagated along the va
cuum chamber and affect the ideal no resistive flow of the beam. Good 
eléctrica! conductivity cióse to that of copper and shielding of cavity-like 
shapes need to be ensured. 

The principies to be taken into account in the design of the experimental 
beam pipes for lepton colhders were summarized in [72]. More recently 
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the design principies in the case of hadron colliders have been covered by 
the author [55]. The issues mentioned in both reports will be thoroughly 
explained in the foUowing sections of the present chapter. 

4.2.1 Transparency: Radiation and Interaction length 

Vacuum diamber transparency to the particles resulting from the pp coUi-
sions that take place in the interaction point of the LHC is essential for the 
subsequent physics interpretation. The interaction of the primary particles 
with the beampipe constituent nuclei gives rise to a radiation background 
that might hide completely the interesting physics. Materials' transparency 
is quantiñed by two parameters which quantify the distance that a colliding 
particle can travel through a certain material without interacting [73]: the 
radiation length XQ, and the collision length A .̂ 

The radiation length XQ is defined as the mean distance over which a high-
energy electrón loses all but 1/e of its energy by synchrotron radiation and 
it becomes the scale length for high-energy electromagnetic cascades. An 
approximation with better than 2.5% precisión is given by the following 
expresión [74] 

716.4 A 
^ ° " Z ( Z + 1) I n ( ^ ) ^ ^ 

where Z is the atomic number of the material traversed and A its atomic 
mass. 

In turn, the interaction length Ay is defined as the mean free path of a 
particle between two inelastic interactions [75]; it has a diíferent valué for 

different particles and depends on the interaction inelastic cross section cr¿ 

AT = TT^ (4.2) 

where A''̂  is Avogadro's nximber and p is the material density. 

The radiation and collision length apply to diíferent cases, XQ apphes to 
light particles ( 7, e and e"*"), whereas the collision length applies to strongly 
interacting particles (p, n, k, TT,...). XO and Ay are usually expressed in 
surface área units such as g/cm^, however they can also be expressed in cm. 
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Table 4.1: XQ and \T in cm for diíFerent raaterials [11] 

Be 
Carbón fiber 

Al 
Ti 
Fe 

Xo 
35.3 
27.0 
8.9 
3.6 
1.8 

Xx 
41.8 
40.0 
28.7 
21.4 
12.9 

Selected valúes of these parameters in cm for diíferent materials are given 
in Table 4.1. 

4.2.2 Instabilities: resonances and impedances 
Cross section variations in the vacuum chamber wall genérate induced elec-
tromagnetic fields which are called wake fields. These wake functions are 
defined as integráis over the nonnalized forces due to the electromagnetic 
fields excited in a structure by a point charge q and evaluated at a distance 
s behind it. These electromagnetic fields have 3 spatial components and are 
classified as longitudinal if parallel to the beam movement and transversal 
if contained in the perpendicular plañe to the beam. 

These fields can perturb the motion of the partióles in longitudinal and 
in transverse directions leading to energy losses, beam instabilities or pro
duce undesirable secondary effects such as excessive heating of sensitive 
components cióse to the beam pipe. The partióle motion can be most eas-
ily visualized in the time domain, however the frequency domain is more 
suitable for analytical study due to the linearity of magnetic and electric 
fields of Maxwell equations. A Fourier transformation eüminates the exphcit 
time dependence of the fields, thus decreasing the number of derivatives in 
the equations. In addition, thé characteristic electromagnetic properties of 
materials, the complex electrical permittivüy e and the complex magnetic 
permeability iJ, are frequency dependent [76]. 

The longitudinal component of the induced electromagnetic field changes the 
longitudinal focusing and may change the eflfective amplitude and phase of 
the applied accelerating field, and henee, the rate of acceleration, as well 
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as the energy distribution in the bunch and its effective length. This may 
influence the optics of the acceleration changing the focusing and affecting 
the closed orbits along which particles perform their betatrón oscillations 
(see Section 1.2). In turn, the transversal component of the induced elec-
tromagnetic field changas the frequency of the betatrón oscillation and may 
modify the cross section of a bunch affecting also the closed orbits. The 
beaní hfetime may be reduced due to increased loss of particles. 

In the frequency domain, the concept of impedance Z is useful for solving 
problems as it connects voltages and current intensities, impedances just 
being the Fourier transform of the wake functions. 

The impedance Z generally consista of a resistive part and an inductive one. 
It also has longitudinal and transversal components and is a complex func-
tion of frequency. It is the basis of the collective eífects in the instabilities 
studies. The impedance is often dominated by the inductive part over a 
wide range of frequencies and is expressed not by its valué Z at frequency 
w but as Z/n where 

n = ^ (4.3) 

is the mode number, WQ being the beam revolution frequency. 

The skin depth, 63 in a metal of resistivity p and magnetic permeability ¡j, 
IS 

(4.4) 
¡LÍW 

For metal walls thicker than 5s the resistive wall impedances of a circular 
pipe of radius b and length L — 2'KR are [77] 

f (.) ^ ^ L (4.5) 

^1 = ^5s (4.6) 

where R is the accelerator radius, h is the beam pipe minor radius, Zo is the 
impedance of free space which equals 376.6 Q. and ¡ÁQ the permeability of 
free space. The transverse impedance ZT is an accelerator constant related 
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with its installed hardware and its units are ü/m. 

The resistive impedance of the beam pipe is extremely important for the 
instabilities of the beam given that it tends to feed them, while reactive 
impedances only perturb the movements without increasing the araplitude. 
Thereby, depending on the materials used an improvement of the resistive 
impedance may be needed. This is normally solved by electrochemical depo-
sition of conductive materials as copper on the inner surfaces of the vacuum. 
chambers. 

4.2.3 Magnetic properties 
The presence of magnetic fields in the experimenta to filter charged particles 
from neutral ones makes the magnetic properties of the beam pipe material 
critical. Non magnetic materials such as aluminium, beryllium or carbón 
fiber have been traditionally used. The use of stainless steel is hmited to 
alloys whose ferritic contain is kept at low levéis even in the welding beads. 

4.2.4 Background and shape of vacuum chambers 
The energy of the secondary particles is linked to their trajectory angle 
0 with respect to the beam axis. This angle is comanonly called the for-
ward angle in particle colhders terminology. The parameter that allows the 
relationship between the forward angle 9 and the energy is called the pseudo-
rapidity, which is defined as a function of the forward angle as described in 
Equation 4.7. 

a 
77 = - l n t a n - (4.7) 

At very low forward angles, i.e. high r?, fast tracks will cross the beampipe 
at small angles. The distance / traveled by a particle through the wall of a 
cylindrical beampipe of thickness í as a function of 77 is 

¿ = . . . ^ T (4.8) 
sm(2 arctan e"'') 

where in the case of small incidence angle B 

l « \ (4.9) 
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Table 4.2: Average number of primary hadron tracks per unit of rj and average 
energy per track as a function of rj [78]. 

n 
0-1 
1-2 
2-3 
3-4 
4-5 
5-6 
6-7 
7-8 

hadrons/r? 
5.8 
6.3 
6.3 
6.0 
5.5 
4.7 
3.5 
2.2 

<E> (GeV) 
0.79 
1.4 
3.5 
9.4 
26 
70 
170 
390 

If 7] = 5 and t — 2 mm then I — 148 mm, which is more than ene interac-
tion length for stainless steel. Therefore particles with high pseudo-rapidity 
have large probability to interact. Furthermore, the radiation cascades de
penda on the deposited energy, henee the higher this energy the higher the 
contribution to the background. 

The density of particles is very low at higher rj. The relation between 
the pseudo-rapidity, the average number of primary particles generated per 
proton-proton colusión at nominal energy and their average energy is shown 
in Table 4.2 [78]. 

In addition to the cylinder shape for the experimental vacuum chambers, 
conical shapes are also considered in an attempt to reduce the background. 
The clear advantage of the cone is that it covers only a small solid angle 
compared with a cylinder, therefore reducing the number of hitting particles 
(see Figure 4.7) 

Corrugated beampipes have also been used to increase the critica! pressure 
against buckling (see Section 4.2.7). Assuming that the corrugation shape 
is a sequence of half circles of radius R it can be shown that the distance / 
traveled by a particle with incidence angle 6 through the beam pipe wall of 
thickness t is 
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of the interaction of the priraary particles with a conical 
beampipe compared with a cylindrical one. 
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Comparison with Equation 4.9 shows that a corrugated beam pipe exposes 
more material to a track than a straight pipe for corrugations of radius 
R > 7.4í [79], condition which is normally fulfilled. 

4.2.5 Ul tra -h igh v a c u u m requirements 

Residual gas pressure in the beampipe is required to be as low as possi-
ble to minimize beam-gas interactions. This is a common approach in the 
design of particle coUiders. In the experimental áreas, the beam particles 
scattered by the remaining gas molecules interact with the surrounding ma-
terials generating undesirable background that hide the interesting physics 
to be detected. Moreover, the beam intensity decreases and, as a conse-
quence, the number of events of a certain process which is proportional to 
the integrated luminosity jCint (see Equation 3.25 for more details), which 
is, in turn, proportional to the square of the bean intensity I. Nonetheless, 
absolute vacuum is unachievable and the traveling accelerated particles are 
aífected by the remaining gas molecules. This causes beam perturbations 
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that eventually lead to the beam loss after a certain time. 

The beam life time r is determiined by three diíferent processes: 

1. Scattering by the nuclei of residual gas [80]: 
The dynamic evolution of the beam current follows 

1 T 

— = -I¡3cna (4.11) 
di 

where / is the beam current, /?c is the speed of üght in vacuum, n 
is the residual gas density and a is the nuclear scattering cross section. 

The characteristic time r„ can be easily obtained from Equation 4.11. 

— = pena (4.12) 

2. Múltiple Coulomb scattering [81]: 
Through the múltiple Coulomb scattering process, the protón inter-
acts with the electrostatic field of the atom. with small scattered angla. 
Successive events make this scattered angle bigger, eventually forcing 
the protón to hit the vacuum chamber wall. The derivation of the 
characteristic time r^ has the foUowing expression 

- = 2 . 4 6 - 1 0 - ^ ^ ^ (4.13) 

where ¡3z is the average transversa /3 function (m.) (see Section 1.2), 
p is the partióle momentum (GeV/ln), e is the transverso emittance 
(m • rad) and G the gas factor which is defined as 

, /3.84-10^ 
^ - ^ ^^ V (^ZV3) 

A and Z being the atomic mass and number, respectively. 

3. Proton-proton (pp) colUsions in the IR [82]; 
The pp cohisions in the IR lead to a general loss of partióles related 
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with the luminosity (see Section 1.2). The chaxacteristic time TC has 
the following expression 

Te kNb 

where L is the luminosity (cm^^s"-*^), n is the number o£ interactions 
points, a is the pp cross section (cm^), k is the number of bunches 
and Nf, is the number of p per bunch. 

The objective is to design the vacuum system such that r„ and r^, which 
are related to the vacuum quahty, result higher than TC- In the LHC, the 
design beam life time r„ + r^ is 100 h. Purthermore, besides these three 
aforementioned processes by which the beam hfe time can be alfected, the 
running beam may also interact with its environm.ent desorbing gas fromi 
the beampipe walls. This phenomenon leads to local pressure increases that 
can also lead to loss of the beam. Therefore, it is important to differentiate 
between static vacuum and dynamic vacuum, i.e. the vacuum achievable 
with no beam and the vacuum achievable with the beam running. 

Static and dynamic vacuum 

The calculation of the residual gas pressure of a vacuum system is based 
on the sources of gas in the system QQ and the pumping speed S defined 
as the volume of gas per unit of time, dV/dt, which the pumping device 
removes from the system at the pressure existing in the inlet of the pump 
[83]. QG is a function of the construction of the vacuum system. 

QG = QL + QD + QV + QP (4.15) 

where 

• QL, gas molecules that penétrate into the system as a result of a 
leakage, 

• QD, gas originated by the outgassing of the constituent mataríais, 

• Qv, gas from the vapour pressure of the constituent materials, 

• Qp, gas entering the system by permeation through the walls. 
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The throughput Q is defined as the quantity of gas at a specified tempera-
ture flowing per unit time across a specified cross section. 

Q = PS = P ^ (4.16) 

where P is the pressure of the system. 

The evacuation rate in the transient regime is ruled by Equation 4.17. 

Q^PS = -V^ (4.17) 

where Q is the flow rate of gas initially enclosed in the system and Qa is 
neglected compared with Q. 

Thus, during transient regime the pump down of the system in viscous 
regime is defined by Equation 4.18. 

p = P„e-y* (4.18) 

where Pg is the initial pressure of the system and assuming that the pump-
ing speed is a constant in the pressure range. 

In the molecular regime 

Q = SP^-V^ + QG (4.19) 

d P 
At equilibrium, when —— = O, the ultímate pressure P„ achievable is given 

di 
by equation 4.20. 

Pu = ^ (4.20) 

Another vacuum basic equation in the molecular flow defines the conduc-
tance C of a section. 

C = ^ (4.21) 

The conductance depends on the gas characteristics (temperature and molec
ular mass) and on the geometry of the section, and gives a measure of the 
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resistance of the system to the gas passage. 

The phenomena that rule the dynamic vacuum are far more com.phcated 
and depend on the nature of the partidas being accelerated. In particular, 
in the LHC the accelerated protons Ínteract with ions present in the va
cuum chamber and with the free electrons accelerating them and causing a 
combinad effect that may créate localized vacuum bumps or even the beam 
loss. Two main eífects are identified, the ion induced and the electrón cloud 
instabilüies, both phenomena linked to hadron colliders. 

The ion desorption instability in colliders was first observad and its expla-
nation attempted in the ISR in 1974 [84]. It affected greatly the actual 
performance of the ISR limiting the beam current and thereby the luminos-
ity. High temperatura baking and glow discharge cleaning of the vacuum 
chamber [85] reduced the eífects of this instability. Similarly, the electrón 
cloud is formed by a phenomenon called beam-induced multipacting that 
was also first observed in the ISR and explained in 1977 [86]. 

The equation that rules the vacuum performance inside an hadron coUider 
warm beam pipe coated with Non Evaporable Getters (NEG) is given in 
Equation 4.22 [87], which is the particle balance in a volume V of unit 
length. 

OTI O TI I • ' * • 
V— = AD—^ + r]in{api- + a^iN, + a^iT} - S^n + r}^V + r]eNe + q (4.22) dt dx^ e 

A schematic of the phenomena involved is illustrated in Figure 4.8 [88]. 
Equation 4.22 is a second order diíferential equation of the particles density 
n showing the general particle balance between the generated and pumped 
partióles. In this equation, the first term on the right hand side accounts 
for the diífusion of molecules, the second term accounts for the ion induced 
desorption where rji represents the ion induced desorption yield (i.e. number 
of molecules desorbed per incident ion) and the ionization cross sections for 
protons, electrons and photons (originated in the synchroton radiation, see 
Subsection 4.2.6) are given by Upi, a^i and a-̂ ¿ respectively. The pumping of 
the NEG coated walls is expressed by the term S^i^n. The term r¡^t defines 
the photon induced desorption with rj^ accounting for the photon desorp
tion yield and V the flux of photon hitting the wall per unit length and 
the term ?7eiVe the electrón induced desorption with r]e being the electrón 
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induced desorption yield and Ñe the number of electrons hitting the wall 
per rniit length; the last term q accounts for the outgassing of the beampipe 
walls. 

Figure 4.8: Schematic of vacuum phenomena inside the beampipe of a protón 
collider. 
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The previously described general balance equation allows some simplifica-
tion. In particular, the electrón induced gas desorption is neglected given 
that it is assumed that electrón multipacting can be avoided by an adequate 
material cholee or appropriate galvanic coating. 

The beam life time in hadron coUiders is highly linked to the ion-induced 
desorption yield ?yi and to the protón current. In fact, pressure instabilities 
may be triggered in hadron coUiders by the interaction of protons with the 
positive ions present in the beampipe. 

• Ion induced pressure instability . 

The ionization of residual gas moléculas by the protón beam will gen
érate ions that are accelerated toward the beampipe wall. The final 
energy of these ions can be reached in the LHC up to 300 eV [89]. 
The impinging ions can, in turn, desorb other molecules that may 
be ionized by the beam and particípate in the desorption process in 
a positive feedback. This positive feedback leads to the ion induced 
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pressure instability firstly identified at the ISR. Under stationary con-
ditions, the pressure in presence of a protón beam with current I 
foUows the relationship [90] 

Pm = ^ - ^ (4.23) 

eSeff 

Prom this equation, the stabüity hmit is expressed as follows: 

Vil < -Seff (4.24) 
a 

where e is the electrón charge, a the ionization cross section and Seff 
the eífective pumping speed. The critical current Ic defined as the 
current at which the gas pressure diverges, is a function of both the 
induced desorption yield and the eífective pumping in the beam pipe. 

In the LHC, the vacuum is considered stable if the beam current is no 
more than 50% of the critical current. Thus, in the experimental áreas, 
where two counterrotating beams are housed in the same beampipe, 
for ensuring the stabihty the critical current must be at least four 
times the ultímate current 0.85 A. 

• Electron cloud 

The formation of an electrón cloud has limited the performance of 
several accelerators displaying a high beam current since the ISR, 
where this phenomenon was first observed and explained [86]. The 
key parameter in the electrón cloud formation is the secondary emis-
sion yield 6, which is the number of secondary electrons emitted per 
incident electrón aaid which depends upon the energy of the impinging 
primary electrón and upon the material. The dependence of 5 from 
the primary electrón energy was given by Bruining with his universal 
curve in 1954 [91] normalized for the maximima valué J^ox and for the 
electrón energy that provides the máximum yield. 

Electrons can be generated by photon emission, ionization or sec
ondary emission and be accumulated by the effect of multi-bunch op-
eration with small bunch spacing as it is the case in the LHC. Beam 
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induced multipacting occurs when secondary electrons emitted from 
the wall are accelerated by the field of a passing bunch of positively 
charged particles and hit the wall on the opposite side before the pas-
sage of the next bunch takes place which would tend to decelérate the 
electrons [92]. Thus, the electrón cloud effect is characterized by the 
ratio of the electrón travel time to cross the beam pipe and the bunch 
spacing. O. Grobner showed how the multipacting threshold corre
sponda to a.5 — 1.3 [93] for the LHC parameters. The dependence of 
5 for different beam currents in the LHC and for different materials is 
reported in Figure 4.9. 

Figure 4.9: Secondary e yield 5 (Seec) for different materials (alurainium, 
stainless steel, copper and titanium) and different LHC beam currents [93]. 
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Non-evaporable get ter : N E G ' s 

Surface outgassing is the principie UHV problem faced in the all metal 
vacuum system of a partióle collider. As explained in this section, even 
after physisorbed water has been removed by baking, electrons, ions and 
synchrotron radiation bombarding the clean metal surface give rise to gas 
desorption, specifically, H2, CO, CO2 and CH4. 

In an ideal vacuum system the walls would function as a pump instead of a 
source of gas. This dream became reaüty thanks to the research performed 
at CERN by C. Benvenuti et al. [94] over the past 10 years. The system is 
based on a thin film deposition on the inner surface of the vacuum cham-
ber of a non-evaporable getter (NEG) with a carefully chosen composition 
to próvida distributed pumping, blocking the outgassing of the underlying 
surfaces and providing a low partida induced degassing. 

Getters are composed of active elaments that can cheroisorb gases, having 
a low vapour pressure and high melting temperature. These materials need 
to be activated after exposures to gases by baking to high temperatures. 
The range of temperature should be t5rpicaUy below 250°C if copper or alu-
minium are to be used in the construction of the vacuum chamber. During 
the activation process, the surface oxides are dissolved in the bulk material, 
thus a low activation temperature implies a high oxygen diflrusivity in the 
getter. Purthermore, if several activation cycles are expected, a high oxygen 
solubility is required. High diflrusivity to hydrogen is also needed to ensure 
a large pumping capacity at ambient temperature and high adsorption en-
thalpies for all gases usually present in UHV systems such as H2, CO, CO2, 
N2 and O2. All these raquirements are best fulfillad by the alements placed 
in column IV B of the periodic table [95]. 

More than 20 diíferent combinations of binary and tertiary alloys have been 
testad in the quast of the best non-evaporabla gattar fuLñlling all the pre-
vious desired properties. The outcome of this research was that a tertiary 
alloy of Ti-Zr-V best fulfilled the demanding raquirements with an effective 
activation temperature of 180°C for 24 hours [96]. In particular, if heated 
at 250°C, the baking can be reduced to 2 hours [97]. 

Another crucial characteristic of the Ti-Zr-V aUoy is its low máximum sec-
ondary e~ yield 6max with valúes typically below 1.4, for NEG's that have 
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followed several complete activation cycles after exposure to air. This low 
valué is obtained after 2 hours at temperatures below 200°C [98] depending 
on the bulk material. 

However, NEG coating presents the disadvantage o£ degrading its proper-
ties after successive regenerations. During the activation process the oxygen 
present in the surface layer is diífused inside the getter film. Due to the small 
film thickness (of the order of jum) each of these processes results in an in-
crease of the oxygen concentration, which in turn, produces a reduction 
of the pumping spéed and its pumping capacity. The eífect of several air 
exposures and subsequent activation on the sticking factor of hydrogen to 
the NEG coating is illustrated in Figure 4.10. 

Figure 4.10: Variation of H2 sticking factor on a 5 /xm Ti-Zr-V film as a function 
of the number of air exposures-activation cycles [99]. 
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As Figure 4.10 shows, it can be said tha t if activated at 350°C more than 25 
cycles can be performed keeping its pumping properties active. However, 
this temperatura is unachievable unless stainless steel or another material 
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capable of resisting high temperatiires is used to fabrícate the beam pipe. 
A limited number of activations is possible if the temperature is kept below 
200°C. To increase the NEG life time, a venting process with a noble gas is 
foreseen. This process consist of filling the vacuum chamber to atmospheric 
pressure with a gas, in an extremely puré state, that is not pumped by the 
NEG. 

4.2.6 Synchrotron radiation and materials activation 

Synchroton radiation 

Charged partióles in movenaent radiate when deflected in a magnetic field. 
This radiation is called synchrotron radiation and is emitted in the forward 
direction concentrated in a narrow cone producing outgassing from the va-
cuum chambers of the machine. The cone presenta an opening angle I /7, 
where 7 is the ratio of the deflected particle energy and its energy at rest 
[100]. The power loss by synchrotron radiation that a deflected particle 
suífers is given by Equation 4.25. 

PsR = ^ahxP^ (4.25) 2 u 27 ' 
3 p^ 

where a is the fine-structure constant, h is Planck constant and p is the 
radius of curvature of the deflected particle. 

Synchrotron radiation is more critica] in the beam stability of Ught partidas 
coUiders, given that Equation 4.25 is inversely proportional to the fourth 
power of the particle mass. However, in the LHC the high energy of the 
colliding partióles (7 TeV) make this effect non-negügible with a radiated 
power representing 0.4 Wm~-̂  for two beams [101]. Clearly, the term related 
with the photon-induced desorption in Equation 4.22 has to be considered 
to understand the dynamic vacuum behaviour. 

Activation issues 

The activation of the experiments constituent materials in particle colliders 
is a serious problem that is difficult to overeóme. In the LHC, the lumi-
nosity is so high (see Section 1.2) that the induced radioactivity is a major 
concern in some áreas of the experiments. Wherever maintenance is fore
seen during operation stages, contact doses need to be kept to reasonable 
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levéis following ALARP^ criteria. In certain áreas of ATLAS and CMS the 
activation is so high (e.g. in front of the TAS absorber that protects cry-
omagnets from radiation originated in the IP the contact dose can be up 
to 70 mSv/h after 30-day irradiation and 1 day cooling [102]) that remote 
handüng of ñanges is foreseen. 

Neutrons typically present the largest radiation hazard at protón accelera-
tors above 10 MeV [103]. This is due to the following: 

• Neutrons are generated in the accelerated particle collisions and in the 
interaction of the originated secondaries with the environment. It has 
been measured that the absorption of a protón in lead creates around 
20 neutrons/GeV [104]. In addition, unbound neutrons are unstable, 

n > p+ e~ + i^e 

though its half-life time Ti = 14 minutes, is extrem.ely long for typical 
nuclear reactions time; tnus making reactions more Hkely to occur 
than neutrons disintegrations. 

• Neutrons are not aifected by electromagnetic forcé, and thereby, they 
do not have to overeóme the repulsive Coulomb barrier seen by protons 
to induce a nuclear interaction. In addition, neutrons do not lose 
energy by ionizing the material they traverse; they only lose energy 
through process involving the strong nuclear forcé; thus, a significant 
fraction of all neutrons involved escape from the experiment. 

The induced radioactivity is problematic if the unstable nuclide produced in 
these processes have half-lives (Ti) ranging between some weeks and severa! 
years. For those nuclide decaying with very long Ti typically of thousand of 
years or of just a couple of hours, the prompt dose generated is negligible. 
Purthermore, if the unstable nuclide decay predominantly by emitting a or 
/? partióles, exposure to radiation can be avoided with simple means hke a 
sheet of plástic. In practice, the most problematic nuclide are 7 emitters 
with 7 energies around 1 MeV or higher. 

4.2.7 Mechanica l issues 

The previous requirements imply a careful cholee of the nature and shape 
of the beam pipe. The minimization of the background generated by the 

^As Low As Reasonably Possible 
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collisions of the primary particles with the beampipe constituent nuclei de-
majids a mechanical design that limits the shell thickness enhajacing the 
transparency. Parther limits on the position and design of supports, as ad-
ditional material, are due to the existing detector layout. 

For slender shells of thickness t and radius r at diflPerential pressure P the 
circumferential ai and longitudinal 0-2 stresses are [105] 

pr 

(4.26) 
pr 

In as much as the position of supports induces bending moments. The 
resulting ovalizations might lead to local instabilities as shown by Brazier 
[106]. Furthermore, the natural frequencies of the system are of the same 
order of magnitude than the occasional dynamic loading. 

Externally pressurized shells may become unstable at a stress level far below 
the limit set by the yield strength of the material. Henee, the minimization 
of mass in the design of the beampipe leads to structures prone to buckling, 
making this undesired phenomenon a major m.echanical issue to be handled 
in the vacuum chmaber design. The term buckling is used to describe a 
wide range of phenomena in which structures under load cease to act in 
the primary fashion intended, undergoing instead an overall change in con-
figuration; a rod originally straight but bowed laterally under compressive 
stress in its end, as well as a tube suffering external pressure and coUapsing. 

The development of buckling theory was triggered by Euler in the 18th 
century with its studies on a straight uniform elastic rod under compression 
along its axis. All the configurations in which it is possible for the rod 
to be in staticai equiübrium ünder an applied loading were studied. The 
conclusión was that three conditions must be satisfied: 

1. Equilibrium relation between the load P and the bending moment M 

2. Elasticity relation between the bending moment M and the curvature 
k 
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3. Compatibility relation between the profile of the distorted rod and 
the local curvature 

It is very explanatory to plot P against central lateral deflection w of the rod 
as illustrated in Figure 4.11. There is a critical load P¿ first demonstrated 
by Euler in the 18th century at which buckling begins showing the path 
that the deflection will foUow " 

peí __ (4.27) 

Figure 4.11: Description of buckling processes. 
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where El is the flexural rigidity and / is the original length [107]. Prom 
this point of instability, little increments of load will yield big deforma-
tions: the theory predicts with 1.1P¿ a valué w/l =0.25. This result is just 
an approximation, reality undergoes a smooth path asymptotic to Euler's 
avoiding the singularity of the bifurcation. 

The general application of the equiübrium equations to a thin shell un-
dergoing an externa! pressure impHes membrane and shear forces as weU as 
bending and twisting moments; a diíferential volume in equilibrium depends 
upon 10 internal components but only six equations: 
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SF^ = o EM^ = O 

EFy = O T,My = O (4.28) 

The system is only solvable if the number of variables is reduced. There are 
two main approximations neglecting second order dependencies of strain. 

• 

• 

Kirchhoff-Love hypothesis: developed by A. Love [108], it relies upon 
the idea that the cross section of a beam remains plañe and normal 
to the axis when it is distorted. 

Membrane theory: developed in the 19th century by A. Clapeyron 
[109], it is based on the assumption that no flexural behaviour is 
allowed in thin shells neglecting bending moments. 

Neither approximation preved acceptable; the discrepancy between experi-
ments and theory demanded the development of a more sophisticated theory 
that took inte account the second order terms of the displacements perpen
dicular to the shell surface. This was done by L.H. Donnell in 1934 [110]. 

The classical formula of the critical pressure Per for an infinite long cylin-
drical shell under external pressure is 

where E is the Young modulus, t and r its thickness and radius respectively, 
f the Poison ratio and n the buckling wave mode. A shell can be consid-
ered infinite with no effect of the boundary conditions on the solution for 
l/r > 50. 

For a simply supported shell of length I under external pressure, the general 
formula is the foUowing [111] 

(4.30) 
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If the shell is a cone, P. Seide [112] suggested that the cylinder formula can 
be used with an equivalent radius r/cosa with r being the major radius 
of the cone and a its half-angle. A more accurate formula is given by 
V. Weingarten [113] fitting the formula with experimeiits by means of a 
parameter: 

P.= ^ ^ (4.31) 

where 
t 

- Í¿? '̂ -' 
and ri and ra the minor and m.ajor radius respectively. Experimental data 
showed that buckUng takes place near the bigger radius. Equation 4.31 was 
used in the preliminary calculations of the LHCb thickness beampipe that v 
allowed the background simulations. This data is shown in Table 6.2 and 
matches within tenths of mm the finite element analysis. 

The layout of the detector Hmits the free positioning of the supporting 
system. In addition, the transparency requirements lead to the use of light 
supports either directly linked to the detectors or with the use of coUars 
tensed by wires. The eigen-frequencies of these structures can be modulated 
by the tensión in the wires but mainly by the distance between supports. 
The fundamental frequency of a simply supported beam of weight w is 

where E is the elastic modulus of the material, I the second moment of 
inertia, g the gravity intensity and I the distance between supports. The 
fundamental frequencies are of the same order of magnitude than the po-
tential sources of vibrations of eléctrica! equipment, i.e. 50 Hz. Therefore, 
eigen frequencies over 100 Hz are desired. 

In the case of conicaJ chambers the AP = 1 bar when under vacuum origi-
nates not negUgible axial forces that need to be absorbed by fixed supports. 
These forces decrease the critica! lateral buckling pressure. 

The support positioning may lead to non-negligible bending moments. The 
Brazier effect [106] describes the phenomenon of buckling through the bend-
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ing of a straight thin tube. When this happens a flattening of the cross sec-
tion takes place. As the bending increases, the cross sections become more 
oval until a situation at which the resistance to bending starts to decrease 
resulting into the coUapse of the shell. Research previous to this Thesis 
work co-authored by the author demonstrated that the bending moments 
required to induce the coUapse were much higher than the allowable ones 
[114]. The bending moments in experimental beam pipes are Umited by the 
requirements for a beam stay clear, the acceptable bending can never be 
higher than the radius. 

4.3 The achievable vacuum chamber 

The ideal beampipe for an experimental physicist would be built with a 
material completely transparent to radiation, housing absolute vacuum to 
prevent any residual gas molecule colliding with the accelerated particles 
and with a small diameter (of the order of millimeters) such that the gen-
erated particles be tracked from its origin [55]. 

On the contrary, the accelerator physicists aim at ensuring that the beam 
remain stable inside the accelerator, despite all the interactions between 
circulating bunches of charged particles and their electromagnetic interac-
tion with the beampipe that distort the beam. In particular, in the LHC 
the most critical expected instabiUty is due to the transverse impedance of 
the machine vacuum chamber wall [115], which depends on the square root 
of the wall electrical resistance and on the inversa of the cubic power of 
the beampipe radius (see Equation 4.6). This leads to an ideal as large as 
possible beampipe radius to reduce its eífect on the traveling beam. 

Furthermore, absolute vacuum is not achievable as explained in Subsection 
4.2.5. To enhance the pumping a good conductance is required. The con-
ductance of a pipe of circular section is propprtional to the square of the 
radius, henee a big diameter is required if UHV valúes are desired. 

Nonetheless, each of these conflicting requirements play their role in the 
design and a compromise between them need to be found. The implemen-
tation of the design criteria described in this chapter leads to certain design 
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Table 4.3: The paxameter XoE ^'^ that combines nuclear properties and me-
chanical performances for different materials [72]. See also Table 4.1 for the valúes 
oiXo. 

Be 
Carbón fiber 

Al 
Ti 
Fe 

E (GPa) 
290 
200 
70 
110 
210 

XoE-^'-i 

2.34 
1.58 
0.37 
0.17 
0.11 

principies. 

The combination of the material nuclear properties and mechanical perfor
mance was first studied by C. Hauviller et al. in 1974 [52] in an attempt to 
find a parameter best describing both behaviours. To reduce the radiation 
background produced by the primary partióles generated when traversing 
the beampipe, its thickness must be as small as possible. Based on the clas-
sical Equation 4.29 that defines the pressure needed to induce the coUapse 
of an infinite cylindrical tube of thickness í, the Young modulus E oí the 
material and the pipe thickness would be relatad as E~^^'^ oc t. Substitut-
ing the thickness í of the beampipe by its radiation length Xo, a materials 
figure of merit is obtained. Table 4.3 contains the valúes of this combined 
parameter for different interesting materials, where E is measured in GPa 
and Xo is measured in m. From this table, it can be appreciated how beryl-
lium gives incontestably the best performance. 

Despite beryüium being the best material, its drawbacks leads to reduce its 
use only where indispensable. These drawbacks are safety hazards, man-
ufacturing diSiculties and, consequently, price. Only 10 years ago, it was 
considered not to be weldable to UHV standards and joints were brazed 
[116]. The weldability of berylhum has been only shown in this Thesis work 
(see Section 5.2). Moreover, the difñculties in machining led to construct 
the beampipes from hot formad shaats brazed on a longitudinal spUce joint. 
The machining process has been mastered nowadays thanks to several ther-
mal intermediate treatments performed to anneal the beryUium and reduce 
its hardness. 
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Table 4.3 also shows how carbón fiber can be compared to beryllium if radi-
ation transparency and mechanical performance are considered. Actually, 
carbón fiber is used in certain colliders around the world as material for the 
beampipe of central parts of experiments. However at CERN, problems en-
countered with carbón fiber beampipes for LEP stopped their development 
and discarded their use for LHC. 

Aluminium is commonly used, however it presents the drawback of degrad-
ing its mechanical properties at bakeout temperatures. To overeóme this 
problem and permit bakeout up to 200°C, a special weldable aluminium 
alloy AA2219 is used in the LHC (see Subsection 5.1.3). 

If trajisparency is not an issue, as it is usually the case in the áreas far from 
the interaction point, stainless steel is commonly used. However, stainless 
steel presents worse activation hazards than beryUium and aluminium due 
to the presence of cobalt which has an isotope 27C0 with a 5.3 years half-life 
Ti/2 and two 7-decays modes with energies higher than 1 MeV (1.17 and 
1.33 MeV). 

The shape of the beampipe also plays a role. In Subsection 4.2.4, it was 
shown how a corrugated shape presents more material to radiation than a 
cylinder if the condition is met that the radius of the corrugation R > 7Át 
with t being its thickness. Purthermore, comparing a cylinder with a conical 
shape, it might seem as shown in Figure 4.7 that a cone presents more 
advantages, however these advantages are ñirther weakened by the following 
arguments: 

• Partióles trajectories are not exactly straight due to the presence of a 
magnetic field 

• The interaction point is not strictly a point but an área spread along 
the beam axis due to finite bunch lengths 

• Misalignments and fabrication tolerances are present in the beampipe. 

These three factor triggers a discussion on whether the radiation background 
is actually reduced by choosing a conical beampipe over a cylindrical one. 
There is no clear agreement between partióle physicists. In some way, it 
depends on the physics to be explored by the experiment. 
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As explained in Subsection 4.2.2, the transversa impedance instability is the 
most critical one for the stability of the LHC beam. To reduce its eífect, 
resistive materials such as stainless steel with small diameters (typically be-
low 4> 200 mm) reqmre a copper electroplating. The thickness of the copper 
coating depends on the coUider characteristics and on the beampipe radius. 

In order to avoid trapped wake fields the change o£ shapes need to be 
smooth. The power deposited is proportional to sin a, where a is the 
beampipe transition angle. As a compromise, angles no bigger than 15 
degrees are allowed in the LHC. If there is an unavoidable gap such as a 
valve or a bellows expansión joint, a RF shield needs to be put in place, if 
the detector layout permits it, to minimize the effect of the trapped elec-
tromagnetic fields and improve the eléctrica! conductance of the vacuum 
chamber walls. Beam spectral lines have weU defined frequencies and are 
very narrow in contrast to the vacuum chamber eigen modes. If a funda
mental beam harmonic happens to have the same frequency as one of the 
raany possible eigen modes of the vacuum chamber, power of the order of 
kilowatts may be dissipated. Nonetheless, small changes in dimensions due 
to the local heating may change the location of the resonances with respect 
to the beam harmonios hmiting the power deposition to, at most, a few 
watts [117]. 

The bakeout process induces beampipe thermal expansions that need to be 
compensated by bellows expansión joints. These might trap wake fields and, 
henee, their electromagnetic shielding is recommended. Hówever in the ex
perimental áreas, they are usuaUy unshielded due to the lack of space and 
the poor radiation transparency of copper. Furthermore, the bellows ex
pansión joint are commonly fabricated in stainless steel, which i£ installed 
in the central part generates unacceptable radiation background. In the 
framework of LHCb beampipe design, aluminium machined bellows have 
been developed (see Subsection 6.2.2). 

UHV fianges are also special in the central áreas of the experiment where 
the minimization of background is an issue. For the LHC, severa! types of 
UHV optiroized fianges to be used with a metalhc seal have been developed 
(see Subsection 6.2.3). 

The magnetic properties of the materials also play a role in the cholee of 
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materials. Beryllium, aluminium and copper are non magnetic; however 

austenitic stainless steel presents slight magnetism due to the presence of 
maxtenisitic and ferritic phases. AUoys as AISI 316LN are recommended in 
the presence of magnetic field because of the high stabiHty of the austenitic 
phase that prevenís the ferritic precipitation even in the welding beads. 

During operation, experimental beampipes have to withstand 1 bar of ex-
ternal pressure and a small distributed load due to their own weight and 
bakeout equipment. The basic model assumes an initial perfect geome-
try that allows a linear analysis with finite element models. Purthermore, 
supports are placed such that the resulting bending deflections are snaaller 
than the wall thickness [54]. The position of supports needs to be compat
ible with the experiment layout and transparency requirements make this 
difficult to achieve. Experimental beampipes are slender structures with a 
little lateral stifFness. This makes the structure prona to column buckling 
under compression. The compressive forces are present due to the cham-
ber geometry and reaction forces of bellows. In the design of experimental 
beampipes in CERN, the adopted design criterion is to make the designs 
with a safety m.argin of 4, this means making the calculations of the struc
tures to buckle at a mínimum external pressure of 4 bars. This makes the 
designs safe even in the presence of shape errors or lack of tolerances that 
might induce buckling and is in coherence with buckhng experiments per-
formed with thin cyündrical shells where differences of 300% in buckling 
pressure have been reported [111]. 



Chapter 5 

Materials and welds 

Physics simulations performed wüh the vacuum chamber de-
scríbed in the Technical Proposal of LHCb published in 1998 [35] 
showed unacceptable background originated from the collisions 
of the primary partides wüh the material of the beampipe (see 
Figure 3.6). These results demanded a redesign of the LHCb 
design using higher transparency mateñals for 12 m of the 19 m 
available for the expeñment. The material that best combines 
mechanical properties and transparency to radiation is beryl-
lium (see Table 4-3), however its high price led to the consid-
eration of cheaper beryllium composües. This chapter describes 
the mechanical characterization (primary mechanical properties 
and creep) of the beryllium-aluminium composite AM162 AlBe-
Met HIP at the bakeout temperatures, since these properties at 
such temperatures (20(JPC and 25(FC) were not known. In ad-
dition, beryllium welding techniques, although already attempted 
were not sufficiently developed for UHV standards [116]. The 
qualification of electrón beam welding of beryllium-aluminium 
composite AM162 AlBeMet HIP and TIG welding of beryllium 
to intemational standards is demonstrated. 

5.1 Materials characterization 
In the evolution of experimental vacuum chamber design for partióle col-
liders since its origins in the early 70's, different materials have been used 
trying to fulfill the experiments requirements (see Section 4.1). The ideal 

71 
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material in terms of transparency and mechanical properties is beryllium 
(see Section 4.3), however its inherent technical difficulties (fragility, poor 
weldability, toxicity) and high price led to the consideration of beryllium 
composites or other materials. 

There have been big eíforts over the last thirty years to develop the tech-
nology of beryllium or beryUium-aluminium composites to a point to have 
them considered as reliable materials for their use as vacuum chambers, 
despite their inherent technical difficulties. 

The LHCb beampipe design has required the characterization of a berylhum-
aluminium metal matrix composite (AM162 AlBeMet Hot Isostatic Pressed 
(HIP) patented by Brush Wellman corp.) to determine some of its proper
ties at the operation temperaturas was carried out for the first time during 
this Thesis work. This is d,escribed thoroughiy in the present chapter and 
in [118]. 

Aluminium alloy was initially considered but discarded after physic simu-
lations showed unacceptable occupancies in the tracking stations over the 
readable valúes (see Chapter 3). Purthermore, the shape of the beampipe 
and the use of UHV seáis in the assembly called also for welded joints be-
tween the materials considered. In particular, weldability was demonstrated 
and qualified according to ISO Norms for beryllium and for the beryUium-
aluminium. composite AM162 AlBeMet to themselves and to aluminium 
alloy by TIG and electrón beam welding respectively. 

5.1.1 Beryllium 

The use of beryllium is widely used in aerospace and military industry due 
to its high strength and lightness. Due to these main fields of applications, 
its techniques knowledge have been often not published and, not by coinci-
dence, the main companies are based in the US and Russia. 

Beryllium is a steel-gray, low density metallic element with high stiíñiess. 
The cholee of beryllium or berylüum based materials in the design of exper
imental vacuum chambers in colliders is explained in Chapter 4. It has a 
two fold justification: its high transparency to radiation and its outstanding 
mechanical properties. 
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Table 5.1: Physical properties of beryllium [119]. 

Atomic number 
Atomic weight 

Density 
Latent heat of fusión 

Melting point 
Electrical conductivity 
Thermal conductivity 

Thermal expansión coeff. 

4 
9.01 

1.85 g/cm^ 
1133 kJul/kg 

1285 
0.24 mhos/cm 

216 W/mK 
11.4 X 10-*̂  1/C 

Its low atomic number and density allow a high Xo and Ay whose math-
ematical expressions were defined in Equations 4.1 and 4.2 respectively. 
Strength-to-weight and stiflEhess-to-weight ratios are outstaxiding. It has 
high specific heat and excellent thermal and electrical conductivity and 
retains interesting properties at high temperatures. Its main physical prop
erties at room temperature are reported in Table 5.1. 

The basic forms of berylhum are cold isostatic pressing (CIP), hot isostatic 
pressing (HIP), extruded shapes and roUed sheets. The mechanical prop
erties vary with the fabrication process. The best mechanical performance 
is provided by the extruded shape in the direction of metal ñow [119], but 
provides . 

The grade used as base material for experimental beampipes in LHCb is the 
grade containing 98.5% of berylhum (sea Table 5.2) fabricated through HIP. 
This process is based on the application of heat and pressm-e to beryllium 
powder contained in a suitable dye resulting in a uniform block, fine-grained 
and out-gassed by vacuum during operation. Variations of the chemical 
composition, particle size distribution, pressure, temperature and time pro
duce diíferent beryllium grades for diflFerent applications. 

Beryllium mechanical properties are weU chaxacterized and listed in Table 
5.3 [120]. The qualification work of TIG welding of this material in the 
framework of the design of LHCb beampipe is detailed in Subsection 5.2.2. 
Purthermore, the electrón beam weld-ability has also been proven and qual-
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Table 5.2: Composition of beryllium used as material for the experimental 
beampipes (only elements with a presence > 400 ppm are reported). 

Element 
Be 

BeO 
C 
Fe 

Al 
Mg 
Si 

% 
98.5% 

15000 ppm 
1500 ppm 
1300 ppm 

1000 ppm 
800 ppm 

600 

Table 5.3: Beryllium m.eclianical properties at RT and 200° C (no errors in the 
measurements were reported). [120] 

Temperatura 
E (GPa) 
(7„ (MPa) 

C70.2 (MPa) 
u 

Elongation (%) 

RT 
303 
400 
281 
0.16 
2.0 

200°C 
295 
330 
250 
0.16 
2.0 

ified to UHV standards in the developments linked to the other three LHG 
experiments [121]. 

5.1.2 Beryllmm-aluminium HIP AM162 AlBeMet 

The high price of beryllium makes cheaper beryllium-based composites an 
attractive alternative. In the framework of the LHCb beampipe design, 
a beryllium-aluminium composite fabricated by Brush Wellman was con-
sidered: the beryUium-aluniinium composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet, which 
contains 62% Be and 38% Al conditioned as a hot isostatically pressed (HIP) 
block. 

Given that beryllimn is completely immiscible in aluminium, it is present in 
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particulate form in the aluminium matrix, forming virtually a metal-matrix 
composite that profits from the higher ductility of aluminium. It camiot 
be considered realistically an alloy, though the supplier calis it aluminium-
beryllium alloy. It will be called composite throughout this chapter. 

The beryllium-aluminium composite with 62% of beryllium content was ini-
tially developed by Lockheed Missües and Space Co. in the early 60's. This 
material was used for a folding ventral fin in the Lockheed YF-12a (SR-
71 Blackbird) [122]. Most of the airframe was a Ti alloy, nonetheless the 
fin required greater specific modulus than that oífered by Ti. Lockalloy Al-
62Be became the most thoroughly characterized beryllium-aluminium alloy. 

The fabrication of HIP AM162 AlBeMet is well established and minor 
changes have been made since Lockalloy was produced in the 1970s. An 
inert-gas atomization produces pre-alloyed powder which has a secondary 
dendrite arm of 3 to 5 fim [123]. Then, simultaneous application of heat 
and high pressure with an inert gas (generally Ar) enhances the dendritic 
micro-structure. This structure is crucial to the strength of the final prod-
uct. The accurate combination of a temperature below the melting point, 
pressure and process time gives the designed optimal properties. Typical 
voids within a casting are reduced through a combination of creep and dif-
fusion bonding. 

The physical properties of beryllium-aluminium composites are strongly 
dependent on the composition. The chemical composition of the material 
used in the qualifications performed in this Thesis was determined by Op-
tical Emission Spectrometry at Brush Wellman laboratory, and the relative 
data taken from the materials certificate are reported in Table 5.4 [124]. 

The resulting mechanical properties, although less performing with respect 
to those of beryUium, yield a modulus to density ratio around 3 times that 
of aluminium, which makes it an attractive candidate. 

The HIP AM162 AlBeMet is one of the three possible conditionings for the 
AM162 AlBeMet. These three different fabrication processes have in com-
mon the application of pressure and temperature to an atomized powder of 
beryllium-aluminimxL. The processes differ in the work-up phase, the ma
terial can either be extruded and used as such, it can be rolled as a sheet 
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Table 5.4: Composition of the HIP AM162 AlBeMet used in the testing cam-
paign [124]. 

Element 
Be 

BeO 
C 
Al 

Other elements 

% 
61.51 
0.17 
0.06 
37.93 
0.20 

Table 5.5: Material properties at RT of the three different fabrication processes 
of AM162 AlBeMet: HIP, extruded and roUed sheet [125]. 

Property 
(7„ (MPa) 

tTo.2 (MPa) 
Elongation (%) 

HIP 
326 
234 
2 

Extruded 
380 
310 
7 

Rolled sheet 
380 
275 
5 

or converted in a HIP block. The mechanical properties change slightly 
depending on the fabrication process and its annealed valúes can be seen 
in Table 5.5 [125]. It also presents a certain anisotropy in its properties 
within 15% depending on the fabrication process, this eífect being bigger 
for extruded and rolled types [126]. Noteworthy, the HIP process provides 
the worst mechanical properties at RT of the three fabrication processes 
given that the HIP imphes the heating of the material over its annealing 
temperature 593°C. Purthermore, AM162 AlBeMet HIP presents hardly no 
anisotropy in its mechanical properties due to its fabrication process. 

The extruded and sheet forms have been extensively characterized for its 
application in aerospace industry, but this is not the case for the HIP pro
cess [127]. Nevertheless, the use of HIP AlBeMet 162 for the construction 
of the LHCb beampipe was selected, as it allowed a remarkable cost reduc-
tion and a faster delivery with respect to the extruded fabrication processes 
according to a preHminary quotation received from the suppUer. 
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The use of this material in experimental beam.pipes in the LHC, and in 
particle colliders in general, requires good mechanical performance at NEG 
activation or bakeout temperaturas (200°C or 250°C). At the time this ma
terial was considered for its use in LHCb's vacuum chamber, little empirical 
research had been conducted. In particular, the material mechanical prop-
erties were unknown at the required range of temperatures. Henee, a thor-
ough qualification was designed to identify the main mechanical properties. 
This determination allowed the ensuing finite element analysis of the beam 
pipe (see Section 6.2). 

The mechanical properties of HIP AlBeMet 162 that have been measured 
for this thesis work for the first time at 200°C and 250°C are the following: 

• Young Modulus E 

• Ultimate strength cr„ 

• Yield strength c7o.2 

• Poisson Modulus u 

• Elongation 

Purthermore, creep properties were studied. The loading conditions initially 
selected for the creep testing were 100 MPa at 200°C and 250°C. More tests 
were carried out at diíferent stress levéis to determine the creep behaviour 
at 250°C. 

Mechanical properties determination 

Data for the properties of HIP AM162 AlBeMet at RT have already been re
portad in the literature (see Table 5.5). To complete the characterization of 
the material at NEG activation conditions, new tensile tests have been car
ried out at the temperatures of 200°C and.250°C. The tests were performed 
in the US at Applied Materials and Engineering, Inc.. The tensile testing 
was carried out on an United Brand tensile testing machine. The strain was 
measured with a Micro-Measurement WK-13-125TM-350 T-Rosette strain 
gauge. The temperature was monitored with a K-type thermocouple, with 
an accuracy within ±1.2%. Three testing samples were out following ASTM 
A370 [128] and tested for each temperature. The valúes obtained at both 
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Table 5.6: Mechanical properties measured at 200°C and 250°C. 

Sample 
E (GPa) 
a^ (MPa) 

O-0.2 (MPa) 
u 

Elongation (%) 

200°C 
OÍA 
199.3 
311.6 
233.7 
0.16 
2.0 

OSA 
196.5 
308.2 
227.5 
0.17 
2.0 

012A 
191.0 
308.2 
228.2 
0.17 
2.0 

250°C 
04A 
192.4 
256.5 
191.0 
0.18 
2.0 

OSA 
197.8 
262.7 
206.2 
0.16 
2.0 

OSA 
188.2 
237.9 
186.1 
0.17 
2.0 

Table 5.7: Summary of HIP AlBeMetl62 mechanical tests . 

T(°C) 
RT 
200° 
250° 

E (GPa) 
197 

195.6 ±3.0 
192.8 ± 3.4 

o-„ (MPa) 
.326 

309.3 ±1.4 
252.4 ± 9.1 

CTo.2 (MPa) 
234 

229.8 ± 2.4 
187.6 ± 7.4 

f 

0.17 
0.17 

0.16 ± 0.01 

Elong. (%) 
5 
2 
2 

testing temperaturas are reported in Table 5.6. 

Table 5.7 summarizes the results obtained after the measurement of the 
three samples at the design conditions and compares the results with the 
properties at room temperature. 

The elevated temperature gives rise to a reduction of the mechanical per
formances, however the influence is not significant for the Young Modulus 
(~ 1%), which is not surprising since the annealing temperature 593°C is 
considerably higher than the testing temperatures. 

The yield and ultímate stress, <7o.2 and cr„ respectively, show a reduction 
with the increasing temperature, nonetheless this reduction is not linear 
with it. The decrease in ao,2 and cr„ becomes more pronounced when the 
temperature increases from 200°C to 250°C, in particular the cr„ reduces 
5% between RT and 200°C and 18.4% between 200°C and 250°C. Surpris-
ingly, the elongation remains constant over the whole range of temperatures, 
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whereas an increase was expected from those measured at RT. These mea-
surements were rechecked by the company and confirmed, however an error 
in the measurement can not be ruled out. 

Creep performance 

Metals can undergo elastic, viscous and plástic deformation under diíferent 
load conditions. While elastic deformations disappear as soon as the load 
is removed, viscous and plástic are permanent. Viscous deformation is ob-
served in solids at temperatures that can be appreciably below their melting 
point. This type of deformation is characterized by the occurrence of strain 
upon the application of stress and by the strain rate being proportional 
to the stress. In plástic deformation, the strain is observed simultaneously 
with the application of stress and is als'o permanent. The elastic, viscous 
and plástic deformations may occur simultaneously at high temperatures 
under a fixed applied forcé. Prom a macroscopic point of view, creep de
formation is often treated as plástic deformation and elastics strains and 
viscous flow are neglected, however an understanding of creep phenomena 
requires the consideration of the three together. 

In metáis, creep phenomena become important when operating tempera-
tures are > 0.47^^, where T^ is the absolute melting temperature [129]. 
AM162 AlBeMet has a melting temperature of 1321 K, it means that at 
the considered baking temperatures of a maximtun of 523 K the material is 
prone to creep since 523/1321 = 0.396. 

Creep behaviour at certain conditions can be easily shown by a curve rep-
resenting the evolution of creep strain vs time (see Figure 5.1). 

Typically, three different regions are identified in these curves. Between so 
and £i the pñmary or transient creep takes place. The slope of the curve di-
minishes with time. Between Si and £2 the rate is constant and it is termed 
secondary or steady-state creep. In this región, the continuity of creep rate 
is explained on the basis of a balance between the competing processes of 
strain hardening and the relief of the internal strain energy by dislocation 
motion at elevated temperatures. Beyond £2, the creep rate increases con-
tinuaJly until rupture at strain e^ and tj.. This región is termed tertiary or 
rupture creep. The three phases arrive in a continuous way, no observation 
is available that shows that creep can be completely separable into three 
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Figure 5.1: Curve showing the three typical creep phases (see text for an ex-
planation). 
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independent stages [130]. 

The most crucial paxameter in the creep behaviour.is the creep rote ¿s, 
which is the slope of the secondary or steady-state creep and has major 

i in the arrival of critica! rupture creep. influence in the arrival of critica! rupture creep. 

£ 2 - £ i 

Í2 —ti 
(5.1) 

At constant temperatura, the stress dependence of és is ruled by Equation 
5.2. 

s, = ÜTa" (5.2) 

conforming to a power law relationship, where K and n are material con-
stants dependent on the temperature. The parameter n can vary within 
very wide limits, ranging from unity to as much as 40 [131]. 
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Because creep testing presents problems when exposures are very long, creep 
behaviours are studied at diíferent loading conditions. Creep curves can be 
achieved by shorter time exposures to temperatures and stresses exceeding 
the required ones. 

The most commonly used curve to determine the rupture time relies on the 
Larson-Müler parameter, PIM, defined in Equation 5.3. 

PLM = {C + \0gtr)T (5.3) 

where C is a constant generally assumed to be 20 for T in Kelvin and t^ 
in hours [132]. The rupture üfetime of a given material, measured at a 
specific stress level, varíes with temperature so as to keep this parameter 
constant. An elegant demonstration of this parameter can be found in [133]. 

Creep behaviour of AM162 AlBeMet in its extruded form has been thor-
oughly analysed [134]. The tests performed aimed at integrating the valúes 
measured for HIP AM162 AlBeMet with the creep curves presented in the 
above reference. Two diíferent temperatures, 200°C and 250°C correspond-
ing to the expected bakeout temperatures, were chosen under a stress of 
100 MPa. Given that the mechanical properties of HIP AM162 AlBeMet 
are lower than the extruded form (see Table 5.5), it was expected to find 
a weaker resistance to creep, with rupture time U shorter than that of the 
extruded material for the same load conditions. 

Creep tests performed 
Creep tests carried out on HIP AM162 AlBeMet HIP samples were per
formed on an Instron machine, with 10000 N capacity. The temperature 
was monitored using a ií-type thermocouple attached directly to the spec-
imens with an accuracy within ± 2°C. Creep tests were performed under 
constant load conditions and the strain was measured using an MTS'-type 
extensometer. The tests were carried out on samples removed from a OD6.4 
mm HIP AM162 AlBeMet bar according to ASTM E-139 [135]. 

Initially, the strain of the three specimens tested at 200°C and 250°C at a 
stress level of 100 MPa was recorded during lOOOh. 

• Creep ai 200° C: 

The three creep tests performed at 200°C and 100 MPa showed that 
after 1029 h the steady-state región is not reached. The primary 
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creep reached in average 0.34 ± 0.04%. It is not possible to know 
the steady-state creep rate accurately, but clearly at 200°C with the 
stresses expected in the beampipe a < 40 MPa (see Figure 6.19) no 
creep problem is apparent. 

Creep at 250° C: 

The three creep tests performed at 250°C showed a markedly diífer-
ent behaviour. The tertiary axea for the three specimens tested was 
reached after an average of 71.45 ±2.45 h (Figure 5.2). The primary 
creep ended at 0.33%, the secondary creep reached ,0.88% and the 
creep ruptura took place at 1.29 ±0.09%. 

Figure 5.2: Creep curve at 250°C and 100 MPa of sample 4. The rupture 
arrives after íj. = 73.9 h and Sr = 1.2%. The three phases of the rupture process 
are apparent. 
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One of the three samples tested was invahdated because the exten-
siometric gauge unglued before the rupture took place. The average 
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creep rate in the steady-state creep phase ég = 3.25 x 10 ^ dzO.OSh"-'-. 

In addition, the Larson-Miller parameter PLM — (20 + logí^)r = 
11430 does not fit in the Larson-Miller plot for AM162 AlBeMet in 
the form of extmded billet given in [134] that allows the estimation 
of the rupture hfe for diíferent creep conditions of such material (see 
Figure 5.3). 

Figure 5.3: Larson-Miller curve for extruded AM162 AlBeMet [134] showing 
creep properties of HIP AM162 AlBeMet not fitting (loading conditions of 100 
MPa and 250° C with U = 71.45 h) (Larson-MiUer parameter units in ^ ^ ) . 
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The stress levéis for the HIP AM162 AlBeMet beampipes are expected to 
be far from 100 MPa (see Subsection 6.2.5), nevertheless to be sure that 
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the system is safe at 250°C further measurements at different stress levéis 
until rupture were conducted. 

• Creep re-testing at 250° C: 

Three new creep tests were performed at stress levéis of 80, 90 and 
110 MPa at the same temperature of 250°C. These tests allowed the 
complete determination of the creep behaviour at 250°C. 

The dependence of the steady-state creep rate on stress as defined 
in Equation 5.2 was determined. The evident power relaticnship of 
the logarithmic representation of Figure 5.4 has a stress exponent 
n = 16.6. 

Figure 5.4: 
250°C. 
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Two of the three samples broke at a reasonable time. The sample 
loaded at 80 MPa presented a final strain of 0.34% after 1511.4 h 
and it would have needed ~ 140 days to reach a creep strain of 0.8% 
asuming that this is the point where the tertiary phase begins at the 
measured creep rate ég = 0.00014h~\ 

The data of the samples that broke after creeping at 250°C allow us to 
draw the Larson-Miller curve and make an extrapolation to 40 MPa 
(see Figure 6.19) asuming a power relationship. The extrapolated 
Larson-Miller parameter at 40 MPa is 15500, which would give a rup-
ture time í^ ~ 5 x 10^ years at such temperature. 

A more accurate extrapolation is feasible appljdng Hoff's law [136] 
that describes a power law relationship between the stress a and the 
rupturetime tj- as per Equation 5.4. 

tr = KH'J-'^ (5.4) 

KH being a material constant that depends on the temperature [130]. 
The logarithmic representation of the stress a and the rupture time 
tr at 250°C is shown in Figm^e 5.6. 

The extrapolation is more accurate since it is hnear in logarithmic 
scales. The predicted rupture tim.e with a stress of 40 MPa at 250°C 
is tr ~ 1.1 X 10^, which is smaUer than the calculated time with the 
extrapolation of the Larson-Miller curve but it is of the same order 
(> 10^ years). 

The estimated time ensures that no creep problem is expected while 
the bakeout process of the vacuum. chamber at 250°C takes place. 

5.1.3 Aluminium 

Aluminium and its alloys are characterized by a relatively low density, high 
electrical and thermal conductivity, as well as resistance to corrosión in the 
ambient atmosphere. The mechanical properties of aluminium can be en-
hanced by alloying and by cold work, however both processes diminish its 
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Figure 5.5: Larson-Miller curve for HIP AM162 AlBeMet with an extrapolation 
to loading conditions of 40 MPa and 250° C (Larson-Miller parameters units in 
K-h 
1000 )• 
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resistance to corrosión. Its low melting temperature (645°C for puré alu-
minium) becomes its main limitation since the mechanical properties are 
aífected at the relatively high bakeout temperatures of the vacuum cham-
ber (about half in absoluta temperaturas). 

Two different alloys have been considered in the design of the LHCb vacuum 
chamber. The choice was related with its operation temperature and trans-
parency criteria. These two are aluminium alloys AA6061 and AA2219 both 
in the thermal state T6, which implies a solution heat treatment foUowed 
by an artificial aging. 
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Figure 5.6: Power relationship of the creep stress with rupture time at 250°C 
following Equation 5.4. 
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Aluminium AA2219 

The aluminium alloy AA2219 is a weldable alloy that presents better me-
chanical performance than otlier aluminium alloys families at relatively high 
temperatures. It was used as base material for the UHV flanges (see Sub-
section 6.2.3) and the aluminium bellows (see Subsection 6.2.2). It contains 
up to 6.8% Cu reducing the radiation and interaction length compared with 
puré aluminium. The chemical composition of aluminium alloy AA2219 is 
shown in Tabla 5.8. The properties at temperatures cióse to the foreseen 
bakeout enes (200°C or 250°C) are shown in the Table 5.9. 

The qualification of the welds towards aluminium alloy AA6061 and towards 
itself is described in Subsection 5.2.3. 
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Table 5.8: Typical chemical composition of aluminium alloy AA2219 [137]. 

Element 

Si 
Fe 
Cu 

Mn 
Mg 

Zn 
Ti 
Zr 

V 
Other elements 

Al 

rain 

-
-

5.8 
0.2 
-
-

0.02 

0.10 

0.05 
-

max 

0.20 
0.30 
6.8 

0.40 
0.02 

0.10 
0.10 
0.25 

0.15 
<0.05 

balance 

Table 5.9: Aluminium AA2219 T6 m^echanical properties at RT and bakeout 
temperaturas [137]. 

T(°C) 
20 

.204 

260 

E (GPa) 

73.8 
66 

63 

í7„ (MPa) 

400 
235 

185 

¡jo.2 ( M P a ) 

275 
172 

138 

1/ 

0.33 
0.33 

0.33 
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Table 5.10: Chemical composition of the aluminium alloy AA6061 used to 
fabrícate the vértex window 

Element 
Si 
Fe 
Cu 
Mn 
Mg 
Cr 
Zn 
Ti 
Al 

% 

0.7 
0.1 
0.26 
0.12 
0.9 
0.26 
0.01 
0.03 
97.62 

Alumimium AA6061 

The aluminium alloy AA6061 presents good mechanical properties at 150°C 
with higher transparency than the aforementioned aluminium alloy AA2219, 
which may content up to 6.8% of Cu. Henee, it was considered as base ma
terial fpr the vértex window (sea Section 6.2.1) as it will be the first physical 
barrier that the primary particles generated in the proton-proton colHsions 
will traverse. Due to the operational risks linked to the thin vértex window 
that closes the Vértex detector (see Chapter 3), the material was chosen 
carefuUy. 

The vértex window is machined from a multi-directionally forged block of 
aluminium AA6061 T6 <jí>860 mm x 120 mm thick. Five forgings were pur-
chased according to a very strict specification [138]. The chemical composi
tion of the forgings purchased can be seen in Table 5.10. These five forgings 
are enough to aJlow the fabrication of a prototype to valídate the design 
(see Subsection 6.2.1), as well as the definitive window and its replacement 
in case an accident occurs or it is broken in maintenance operations during 
the LHC lifetime. 

To achieve beam nominal operating conditions and long enough beam hfe 
time, the vértex will be baked at a máximum of 150°C to reduce the out-
gassing from the tank wall as weh as to keep the secondary electrón yield 
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Table 5.11: Mechanical properties of AA6061 three dimensional forged blocks 
at RT, and after thermal treatment during 100 h and 500 h at 150° C. 

T of sample 
RT 
RT 
RT 

150°C 
150°C 

Thermal state 
as received 

lOOh @ 150°C 
500h @ 150°C 
lOOh @ 150°C 
500h @ 150°C 

c7-o.2(MPa) 

265 ±7 
294 ±8 
300 ±8 
255 ±7 
257 ±7 

a„ (MPa)j 
331 ±8 
338 ±8 
336 ±8 
278 ±6 
275 ±6 

Elongation % 
16.0 ±0.1 
15.0 ±0.1 
15.3 ±0.1 
19.6 ±0.1 
21.5 ±0.1 

below 1.4 (see Subsection 4.2.5) in the detector secondary volume facing 
the beam. The Umitation of the máximum operating temperature to 150°C 
allows the use of this alloy, as the alloy's creep performance at such temper
aturas are satisfactory for the expected stresses. In addition, the T6 thermal 
state chosen aUows an aging after the baJceout process that improves the 
mechanical properties. 

To confirm that the previous expected properties were satisfied a testing 
campaign was launched: 

• In order to estímate the evolution of the mechanical properties after 
the bakeout processes, three samples were heated to 150°C for 100 h 
and 500 h [139]. The results of this testing are reported in Table 5.11. 
The comparison between the mechanical properties of this alloy before 
and after both thermal treatments show the increase of <7o.2 from 265 
MPa to valúes around 294 MPa after 100 h at 150°C and to 300 MPa 
after 500 h. No clear improvement was observed on the £7̂  valúes. 
This confirma the predicted aging of the AA6061 T6 multi-directional 
forgings after undergoing bakeout temperatures. 

• Tensile creep tests were also performed on three samples removed 
from the forged block. The creep tests loads (150 MPa) were chosen 
after finite element analysis of the window yielded stresses around 150 
MPa. The expected máximum operating temperature of the window 
during bake out process is 150°C during no more than an integrated 
time of 500 h in the LHC Hfe time [42]. Metallographic analysis of 
the test samples showed no micro-structural diíference with respect 
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to the original material. 

. The creep behaviour observed (0.076% after 115 h at 150°C with a 
load of 150 MPa) was in agreement with the reported creeping curves 
of AA6061 (0.1% after 100 h at 150°C and a load of 220 MPa) [137] 
and further studies were considered unnecessary [140]. 

• Hardness tests were also performed and the valúes obtained, 95 ±2 
HB, were in agreement with the valúes reported to that alloy and 
thermal state in the Uterature [137]. 

5.2 Weld qualifications 

The fusión welding of berylhum have been traditionaly unfeasible in a 
rehable way due to cracking either in or adjacent to the weld zone. In ad-
dition, beryllium is extremely notch sensitive, thus increasing the danger 
of cracking from uneven heating during the welding operation [141]. The 
deficiencies in welding, its inherent machining difficulties and its high price 
recommended the use of more rehable joining methods. Brazing techniques 
have been the most common way of attempting berylhum joints in a re-
liable way since the 70's and the technology implemented in experimental 
beampipes made of berylhum in partióle colhders around the world until 
now. 

The experience with leaking beryUium brazed joints in LEP experimental 
beampipes led to the consideration of welding joints in the beampipes con-
struction. This decisión imphed the development of rehable welding tech
niques of berylhum and beryllium-aluminium composites with themselves 
and with aluminium alloy AA2219 with UHV standards. This work was 
performed in coUaboration with two diflterent compañías; one of them de-
veloped TIG welding of berylhum whereas the other one developed electrón 
beam welding of the beryllium-aluminium composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet. 

The addition of more ductile metáis with lower melting temperature reduces 
the cracking trend easing the welding. This technique caUed braze-welding 
was already known [142] but never succesfuUy used for UHV applications 
to the best of the author's knowledge. 
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Obviously, there are no international norms explicitly applicable to beryl-
lium welding due to the novelty of the technology, henee both welding pro-
cesses were qualified as per ISO Norms applicable to alurainium whose re-
quirements are less strict than those of stainless steel. The defects of the 
welding samples analysed are deñned in EN ISO 6520 [143]. 

Micro-structural examinations were performed by Optical Microscopy (LE-
ICA microscope DMRME combined with an image analyser Quantimet 
600S through a high resolution 3CDD camera). Complementary obser-
vations have also been carried out through Scanning Electron Microscopy 
(SEM) (LEO430Í). 

5.2.1 Beryllmm-aluminium HIP AM162 AlBeMet elec
trón beam welding 

Electron beam welding of beryUium-aluminium composite HIP AM162 AlBe
Met with aluminium AA2219 and with HIP AM162 AlBeMet was developed 
and mechanically testad at operating teraperatures. A thorough analysis 
was performed to assess the quality of the welding as per EN ISO 13919-2 
[144] that applies for aluminium and its alloys electrón beam weldings with 
thicknesses higher than 1 mm. 

The samples analysed were the foUowing: 

• One longitudinal polished and etched sample of HIP AM162 AlBeMet 
welded to aluminium AA2219 

• One longitudinal pohshed and etched sample of HIP AM162 AlBeMet 
welded to HIP AM162 AlBeMet 

Mechanical tests were performed to the welding samples at 250°C. The 
quality of the welds was such that the breaking of the samples were not at 
the Heat Affected Zone (HAZ) but slightly separated from it. In addition, 
no weakening of the welded joint compared with the bulk materials was 
measured. As can be seen in Table 5.12, the ultímate stress GU measured 
for the electrón beam welding HIP AM162 AlBeMet to aluminium alloy 
AA2219 was higher (290 MPa) than the a^ of aluminium AA2219 (235 MPa) 
at the testing temperature. Similarly, the ay, measured for the electrón beam 
welding of HIP AM162 AlBeMet to HIP AM162 AlBeMet (252 MPa) was 
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Table 5.12: Ultímate stress CTU OÍ beryllium-aluminium composite HIP AM162 
AlBeMet welding samples at 250° C (no errors were reported). 

Samples 
HIP AM162 AlBeMet to HIP AM162 AlBeMet 
HIP AM162 AlBeMet to Aluminium AA2219 

c7„ (MPa) 
252 
290 

practically equal to the cr„ measured for HIP AM162 AlBeMet (252.4 MPa) 
as indicated in Table 5.7. 

Beryllium-aluminiuin alloy HIP AM162 AlBeMet to aluminium 
alloy AA2219 

The aluminium alloy AA2219 material certifícate used in the quaUfication 
[145] presents the composition shown in Table 5.13. The samples welded 
and analysed were 1;78 mm thick (see Figure 5.7). 

Figure 5.7: Welded samples of 1.78 mmi thick o£ beryllium-aluminium composite 
m P AM162 AlBeMet to aluminium aUoy AA2219. 

The micro-optical observations revealed certain defects [146]. The numbers 
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Table 5.13: Composition of aluminium alloy AA2219 used in the welding qual-
ification. 

Element 
Si 
Fe 
Cu 
Mn 
Mg 
Cr 
Zn 
Ti 
V 
Zr 

Other elements 
Al 

% 
0.044 
0.110 
6.39 
0.294 
0.014 
0.001 
0.038 
0.037 
0.082 
0.130 
<0.05 

remaining 

quoted are the maximura valúes of the ones identified from the analysed 
samples. In the foUowing iteras, í stands for thickness and h for height. 

• Excessive penetration 0.18 mm in accordance with level B, strict, of 
standard ISO EN ISO 13919-2 as per defect type n° 504 of standard 
EN ISO 6520-1 (Figure 5.8). 

0.18 mm < 0.2 mm + 0.15t = 0.47 mm 

• Isolated porosity between 16 ij,m and 33 /j,m in accordance with BS 
EN ISO 13919-2 as per defect type n° 200 of standard EN ISO 6520-1. 

0.33 mm < 0.3t = 0.53 mm 

The SEM observations showed berylhum dendrites in the aluminium matrix 
due to solidification of the weld pool (see Figure 5.9). No lack of fusión, 
cracks or tears could be observad. Berylhum is not detected by the EDX 
analysis so no quantitative conclusión about the presence of this element in 
these phases could be drawn. 
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Figure 5.8: Micrography of aluminium alloy AA2219 welded to beryllium-
aluminium composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet showing excessive penetration within 
the limits stated by the standard ISO EN 13919-2 to be recognized as per quality 
B or strict. 

Porosity (33 ¡am] 

AA2219 

Micro-optical observations were carried out with a ma^ification of lOOx on 
samples polished and etched by the supplier. No unacceptable porosity was 
detected in the bulk material of the analysed samples as can be appreciated 
in Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. 

No misalignment was identified in the welded sample analysed. The heat 
aífected zone is narrow, as expected for this kind of welding. 

Conclusión The welding of beryllium-aluminium composite HIP AlBe-
Metl62 to aluminium alloy AA2219 fulfils the hmits for imperfections within 
quality level stringent B as indicated in the applied standard EN ISO 13919-
2. No incomplete penetration, welding sagging or root concavity was de
tected in the three samples analysed. The weld-ability with electrón beam 
welding technology of berylüum-alurainium composite AM162 AlBeMet to 
aluminium alloy AA2219 within the strictest quahty level specified by the 
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Figure 5.9: SEM micrography on the aluminium alloy AA2219 to berylliuní 
aluminium composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet welding bead showing the beryllium 
dendrites in the aluminium matrix. 

referred norm is proven. 

Beryllium-aluminium composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet to HIP 
AM162 AlBeMet 

The beryllium-aluminium composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet material cer-
tificate used in the qualification [124] presented the composition shown in 
Tabla 5.4. The samples welded and analysed were also 1.78 mm thick in 
analogy -with the previous saraples axialysed. 

• Excessive penetration of 0.19 mm is observed in Figure 5.12. Such 
valué is in accordance with the referred quality level of the standard 
EN ISO 13919-2 as per defect type n° 504 that defines the máximum 
ovar penetration. 

0.19 mm < 0.2 mm + 0.15t = 0.47 mm 
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Figure 5.10: Aluminium AA2219 metallography where an acceptable porosity 
can be appreciated. 

• Undercut within level B of the referred standards as per defect n° 
5012 (see Figure 5.13). 

0.025 mm < 0.05t = 0.089 mm 

• Clustered porosity and single gas pore was identified in the weld pool. 
However, the projected área relativa to the weld pool, / = 0.13% is 
less than the specified valué to be considered within level B (/ = 2%) 
as indicated in n°2013 as well as the single porosity (see Figure 5.13). 

0.028 mm < 0.3t = 0.53 mm 

• Linear misalignment of the sample was over the stringent requirements 

level B indicated in defect type n°507 as shown in Figure 5.13. 

0.175 mm < O.lt = 0.18 mm 

Conclusión The welding quahty of the sample is fulfiUed as per stan
dard EN ISO 13919-2 within quality level B strict. No incomplete pene-
tration or sagging of the welding was identified in any of the three samples 
analysed. The metallographic quality of the welding in ternas of undercut, 
porosity contain and excessive penetration was within level B. The e-beam 
weld-ability of AM162 AlBeMet to AM162 AlBeMet 162 is proven. 
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Figure 5 .H: BeryUium-alumimum composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet metallog-
raphy where an acceptable porosity can be appreciated. 

Figure 5.12: Excessive penetration of welding berylKum-aluminium HIP AM162 
AlBeMet to HIP AM162 AlBeMet electrón beam welding. 
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Figure 5.13: Undercut, clustered porosity level and linear misalignment of the 
welded sample of beryllium-aluminium composite HIP AM162 AlBeMet to HIP 
AM162 AlBeMet. 
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5.2.2 Beryllium TIG welding 

TIG welding of beryllium Avith almninium alloy AA2219 and with beryllium 
was developed and mechanically tested. A thorough analysis was performed 
[147] to assess the quality of the welding as per standard EN ISO 10042 in 
its versión dedicated to aluminium and its alloys [148]. 

The samples analysed were the foUowing: 

• One longitudinal polished and etched sample of beryllium welded to 
aluminium AA2219 

• One longitudinal polished and etched sample of beryUium welded to 
beryllitun 
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Table 5.14: Ultímate stress of beryllium TIG welding samples at room temper-
ature. 

Samples 
beryllium to beryllium 
beryllium to AA2219 

au (MPa) 
286 ± 40 
372 ± 25 

Mechanical tests were performed to three welding samples of both com-
binations at room tem.perature providing the results shown in Table 5.14. 
The behaviour of beryllium at bakeout temperatures is known and no me
chanical testing at 250°C was deemed necessary. It is observed how the 
rupture of the samples took place in the HAZ at stresses lower thaxi the 
ones expected for the welded materials alone (ultímate stress tJa at RT for 
aluminium AA2219 is 400 MPa (see Table 5.9) and 521 MPa for beryUium 
(see Table 5.3)). 

Beryllium to aluminium AA2219 TIG welding 

The aluminium alloy AA2219 used in the welding quahfication was from 
the same batch whose composition is shown in Table 5.13 and was used in 
the qualification of electrón beam welding of AM162 AlBeMet. 

The micro-optical observations revealed certain defects. In the following 
Ítems, í stands for thickness and h for height. 

• Linear misahgnments of the welded sample of 0.2 mm. This valué is 
within the stringent requirement level B indicated in defect type n° 
507 (see Figure 5.14). 

0.2 mm < 0.5t = 0.45 mm 

Over-welding of 0.4 mm was measured in the welded sample. However, 
this valué was lower than the specified valué as per defect n° 502 for 
quality B strict. 

0.4 mm < 1.5 mm 4- 0.2b 
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Figure 5.14: Undercut, clustered porosity level and lineax misalignment of the 
welded sample of beryllium to aluminium alloy AA2219. 

where b is the width of the welding bead. 

• The porosity of the sample could not be analysed in detall for the lack 
of mirror polishing, preventing an accurate measurement. Nonethe-
less, no single pore bigger than the limiting valué specified for defect 
type n° 2011 {d < 0.25í) for quality B strict, neither clustered poros
ity comparable to the limiting valué specified for the same quality B 
for defect type n° 2013 (d < 0.5 mm + 0.02t) was observad. The pro-
hibition of machining any beryllium. content material at CERN (only 
copper-beryUium alloys are aUowed) prevented from going further. 

The SEM showed the presence of the two phases in the welding bead. In 
Figure 5.15, the dendritic black zones are composed mainly by beryUium 
and the white zone is aluminimn alloy AA2219. 

Conclusión The TIG welding of beryllium to aluminium AA2219 
fulfils the limits for imperfections within quality level B or strict as per 
standard EN ISO 10042. No incomplete penetration, cracks, unacceptable 
porosity, welding sagging or root concavity was detected in the sample anal
ysed. The weld-ability by TIG process of beryUium with aluminium alloy 
AA2219 within the strictest quality level B specified by EN ISO 10042 is 
proven. 
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Figure 5.15: Micrography of the welding sample o£ beryllium to aluminiTim 
alloy AA2219. 

Beryllitim t o beryll ium T I G -welding 

The berylliuin used in the quahfication had the composition showed in Table 
5.2. The samples welded and analysed were 1 mm thick. The low elonga-
tion of beryllium makes it very fragüe. The development of the welding 
had to face the appearance of cracks during the orbital welding due to the 
asymmetric cooling. These cracks disappeared by the insertion of a thin 
shim 0.3 mm thick of aluminium AA2219 between the berylhmn prepared 
tubes to be welded through the process called braze-welding as described in 
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the present section. The micro-optical observations of the sample revealed 
certain defects as described below. 

• Linear misalignment of the welded sample of 0.03 rrmí which is lower 
than the valué given by EN ISO 10042 for defect type n° 507 according 
to its most stringent quahty. 

0.03 mm < 0.5t = 0.45mm 

• No excessive weld is observed (0.6 mm) to overeóme the limits imposed 
by the quality B considering the defect type n° 502 (sea Figure 5.16). 

0.6 mm < l.Smm. + 0.15 mm. = 1.75 mm 

• The porosity could not be analysed in detail because the samples 
did not present a mirror polishing, thus preventing an accurate mea-
surement. Nonetheless, no single pore neither clustered porosity was 
observed over the limiting valúes specified to be considered as quality 
B or strict per defects n° 2011 and n° 2013 respectively. The prohi-
bition of machining any beryUium contení material at CERN (only 
copper-beryllium alloys are allowed) prevented from going further. 

The SEM analysis of the sample showed two clear phases, a black one 
composed mainly by beryllium and a white one composed by almninium 
AA2219 coming from the AA2219 shim to enhance the welding (see Figure 
5.16). 

Conclusión The TIG welding of berylüum is demonstrated as per the 
most stringent quality B as described in EN ISO 10042. No cracks, incom-
plete penetration, unacceptable porosity, welding sagging or root concavity 
is observed in the saoDiples analysed. 
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Figure 5.16: Micrography of beryllium to beryllium welding with the sample 
thickness and the excessive weld represented . 

5.2.3 Aluminium electrón beam welding 

Aluminium alloy AA6061 to AA2219 

The connection of the vértex window to the beampipe will be achieved by 
electrón beam welding aluminium AA6061 to the aluminium AA2219 of the 
beryhiuní beampipe extensión. The standard used to determine the qual-
ity of the welds is EN ISO 13919-2 [144] that defines the quality levéis for 
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imperfections on aluminium welds. 

The circular weld, 2.5 mm thick, was performed with a 100% penetration 
with a beam current of 18.5 mA and acceleration voltage of 60 kV that 
provided 1110 W with a speed of the welding process of 20 mm/s. 

A microscopic observation of the weld sample is illustrated in Figure 5.17. 
No sagging, misalignment and presence of porosity or cracks is observed. 
The slight excess of penetration h did not surmount the limit imposed of 
0.575 mm for defect type n° 504 for a welded wall thickness of 2.5 mm. 

h < 0.2 mm + 0.15t = 0.575 mm 

Figure 5.17: Micrography of aluminium AA6061 to aluminium AA2219 

The welding qualification was shown to be as per the most stringent quality 
B as described in EN ISO 13919 [149]. 

The success of the qualification led to weld of the VELO window prototype 
used in the testing described in Section 6.2.1. The materials and thicknesses 
used in this prototype were the same as will be needed in the final hardware. 
This allowed the preparation of the required tooling and identification of 
occasional problems that may arise. A failure in the welding process of the 
final hardware would imply a high cost given that the longitudinal lengths 
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are fixed and a reparation would not be possible. Henee, a new window 
should be fabricated with a longer drift tube and the beampipe shortened. 
The welding of the prototype was successful, no leaks were present and its 
visual aspect was exceptional (see Figure 5.18). 

Figure 5.18: View of the welding of aluminium alloy AA6061 to aluminium 
AA2219 in the VELO window prototjrpe. 

Aluminium alloy AA2219 to AA2219 

The bellows expansión joint (see Subsection 6.2.2) is made of aluminium 
alloy AA2219 and is assembled by four electrón beam welds. The standard 
used to determine the quality of the welds is EN ISO 13919-2 [144] that de
fines the quality levéis for imperfections on aluminium welds. A thorough 
analysis of the welds quality was performed [150]. The circular weld, 2 mm 
thick, was performed with a 100% penetration with a beam current of 17 
mA and acceleration voltage of 60 kV that provided 1110 W with a speed 
of the welding process of 20 mm/s along 197.8 mm circunference. 
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Figure 5.19: Micrography performed for the welding qua.lificatión of the alu-
minium alloy AA2219 used in the fabrication of the U-type universal bellows 
expansión joint. 

^,^y '¿^'^ </.i:tKr0m 

Figure 5.20: Micrography of aluminium alloy AA2219 electrón beam welding 
showing an excess weld of 0.1 mm within quality B as per defect type n° 502. 
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A microscopic observation of the weld sample is illustrated in Figure 5.19. 
No sagging, misalignineiit and presence of porosity or cracks is observad. 
The slight excess of weld metal of 0.1 nam did not surmount the limit im-
posed of 0.5 mm for defect type n° 502 for a welded wall thickness of 2 mm 
(see Figure 5.20). 

0.1 mm < 1.5t + 0.2 mm = 0.5 mm 

The welding qualification was shown to be as per the most stringent quality 
B as described in EN ISO 13919. 

The success of the qualification allowed the assembly of the bellows expan
sión joint described (see Figure 6.8). A radiographic analysis was performed 
to 100% of the welds [151] and a leak test detected no leak higher than 
lO-^^Pam^s-^ 



Chapter 6 

Design and performance 

The design of the vacuum chamber is aimed at minimizing üs 
transparency to radiation and at permitting the tracking of the 
partióles in their joumey through the experiment. Simulations 
performed with the original vacuum chamber proposed in the 
LHCb Technical Proposal [35] would have made this task un-
achievable with occupancies ratios over the readable hits (see 
Figure 3.6). The efforts in characterizing materials and qual-
ifying welding techniques to minimize the radiation hackground 
in the experiment is only completed with a design implement-
ing the technical entena described in Section 4-2- This chap
ter summarizes the calculations performed, prototypes built and 
tests carried out to achieve a realistic mechanical design. The 
expected vacuum performance of the final vacuum chamber dur-
ing operation is also induded. 

6.1 Introduction 

The eíforts deployed in characterizing mechanically different materials and 
qualifying diíferent welding techniques (see Chapter 5), aimed at minimizing 
the radiation background generated by the colhsion of the primary partióles 
with the vacuum chamber. Nonetheless, this minimization is only completed 
with a design implementing all the requirements described in detall in Sec
tion 4.2, to be taken into account by a particle collider experimental vacuum 
chamber. 

109 
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Ideally, experimental vacuum chambers would consist of only one beampipe, 
with no flange connection and no bellows expansión joints installed in the 
experimental área where the máximum transparency is required. This is the 
case in the partióle coUiders whose experiments size allow it. However, in 
LHCb the experiment streches along more than 20 m, and henee, an unique 
slender beampipe with no flanges and with no bellows is not possible. The 
main arguments are the following: 

• The vacuum chamber may be supported from the different surround-
ing detectors and diflFerential movements might induce on it unaccept-
able loads. 

• The difíérential movements between beampipes need to be absorbed 
by bellows expansión joints. 

• The deposition of NEG coating (see Subsection 4.2.5) has a limitation 
on the beampipe length to 7000 m. 

The integration of all design criteria, possible materials and welding tech-
niques leads to the LHCb.vacuum chamber as described in the document 
"Interface Specification of the LHCb Beam Vacuum Chamber" [152] writ-
ten by the author of this Thesis. 

The LHCb vacuum chamber consists of four beampipes as sketched in Fig
ure 6.1 connected with UHV flanges and with the help of aluminium and 
stainless steel bellows that will absorb the thermal expansión during bake-
out and will allow an easy instaUation. The VELO detector placed around 
the interaction point (see Section 3.1) is sealed by an aluminium AA6061 
T6 (see Subsection 5.1.3), 2 mm thick spherical shaped window OD838 mm 
(see Subsection 6.2.1). The window is electrón beam welded to an alu
minium AA2219 tube (see subsection 5.2.3 that forros part of the UX85/1 
beampipe, which is a 25 mrad half-angle beryllium cone supported from 
the dipole magnet with four wires. A set of iiniversal bellows expansión 
joints made with aluminium AA2219 T6 are connected by means of min-
imized ñanges vacuum sealed with a Helicoflex joint [153]. The UX85/2 
is a 10 mrad half-angle beryllium or berylHum-aluminium composite HIP 
AM162 AlBeMet cone with a fixed support at a distance -H4Q24 mm from 
the interaction point. The UX85/2 is cormected to the UX85/3 beampipe 
with a minimized aluminium AA2219 T6 flange vacuum sealed with a He-
hcoflex joint [153]. The UX85/3 beampipe is also a berylhum or beryUium-
aluminimn composite 10 mrad half-angle cone connected with a Conflat 
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Figure 6.1: Schematic layout of the LHCb vacuum chamber. 
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flange in its downstream side to a set of stainless steel universal expansión 
joints. The UX85/3 has a fixed support at a distance z=:+7150 nam from 
the interaction point and a sliding ene at a distance z=+13100 holding from 
RICH2 (see Section 3.1). A set of stainless steel universal bellows expansión 
joint is connected to the UX85/4 beampipe, which is made of stainless steel 
AISI 316L and contains RF shielded ports for vacuum gauges and an ion 
pump. 

The calculations performed to define the beampipes thickness, bellows, op
timizad flanges and positions of supports are described in the present chap-
ter. In addition, the fabrication of prototypes and the tests carried out to 
valídate the designs is detailed. 
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6.2 Mechanical design 

The implementation of the design criteria for the LHCb experimental va-
cuum chamber has required the fabrication and testing of the foUowing 
hardware: 

• VELO aluminium alloy AA6061 window 

• 1 set of aluminiura AA2219 ID58 universal bellows expansión joints 

• 1 aluminium alloy AA2219 ID140 single bellows 

• 1 Helicoflex optimized aluminium alloy AA2219 vacuum ID140 flange 

Figure 6.2: 3D view of the integration of the vacuum chamber in the LHCb 
experiment. 

^ñ 

m-
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In addition, the design includes an optimized aluminium alloy ID58 ñange 
developed specifically for ATLAS experiment [154]. 

The present section presents the results of the analysis performed to de
termine the beampipe thickness and the design of the special hardware. A 
global mechanical analysis of the vacuum chamber with the definition of 
the supports position is included. Details on the prototypes fabrication and 
tests performed are also described. 

A 3D view of the integration of the vacuum chamber, as is described in this 
chapter in the LHCb experiment, can be appreciated in Figure 6.2 

6.2.1 VELO window 

The VELO window is fabricated on aluminium alloy AA6061T6. It presents 
a spherical shape of radius R980 mm, 2 mm thick. The window is clamped 
with a stainless steel flange applying a forcé of 320 N/mm to vacuum seal 
the VELO tank with a Hehcoflex metalhc seal [153] of diameter 0822.8 mm. 

The vértex window will be machined from a 3-dimensional forged block of 
aluminium alloy AA6061 T6 that was specified very strictly to ensure its 
mechanical behaviour in all operation conditions (see Subsection 5.1.3). In 
order to minimize stresses on the thin window from beampipe misalign-
ments, a 4-convolution bellows is machined from the same forged block 
(see Figure 6.3). In addition, the window will be electrón beam welded at 
CERN to the aluminium alloy AA2219 extensión of the UX85/1 beryUium 
beampipe [150] ((see Subsection 5.2.3) for details on the weld qualification). 

The installation of the welded assembly of the UX85/1 beampipe and the 
VELO window will be a compHcated process [155]. If properly installed, 
the idea is not to remove it during LHC hfe time. 

It could be considered as one of the weakest part of the whole LHC ma
chine, therefore detailed calculations and tests with a full scale prototype 
have been carried out: 

• Finite elements analysis: Several shape iterations were performed 
aiming at minimizing the stresses. The máximum critical stress (164 
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Figure 6.3: Drawing of the VELO window where 1) VELO front ñange, 2) 
clamping flange, 3) VELO window, 4) 4-convolution bellows. A sketch of the 
sealing configuration is also shown. 

MPa) was found in the proximity of the clamping ring (see Figure 
6.4), with stress slightly over 100 MPa in the nose of the window. 

• Prototype fabrication: The fabrication of the window and the 4-
convolutions bellows was not trivial (actually a first attempt failed 
spoiling ene of the five forgings purchased). A second prototype of 
the window was machined succesfully within tolerances (see Figure 
6.5). 

• Mechanical tests: The VELO window was instaUed in a mock-
up of the VELO tank yacuum sealed with a viton o-ring with the 
4-convolutions behows axially blocked. After puraping down, the me
chanical performance of the window was tested under operating con-
ditions at room temperature. 

The mechanical configuration is diíferent from the final assembly where 
an axially blocking support will only be placed after the aluminium 
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bellows universal expansión joint (see Subsection 6.2.2 and 6.2.5). 

Dial gauges measured a window recess of 0.312 mm due to the at-
mospheric pressure in a position cióse to the beam axis (see Figure 
6.6), whereas the finite element calculations predicted 0.512 mm [156]. 

Stress measurements were also carried out with WK-Series strain 
gauges from Measurements Group, Inc. that provided ±1.4% accu-
racy and glued with HBM rapid adhesive Z70 compatible with alu-
minium and withstanding up to 200°C. The stresses measured in the 
critical aforementioned zone, where a stress of 164 MPa was calcu-
lated (see Figure 6.4), was of 174 MPa. 

• Vacuum validation: The installation and test of the final Helicoflex 
joint was performed succesfuUy with no leak detected greater than 
10~-̂ -'-Pam^s~-'-. In addition, the VELO is designed to be baked at 
least once per year. The vacuum seal supplier recommended a máx
imum baking temperature of 120°C, because at higher temperatures 
a leak may arise due to creeping of the puré aluminium of the seal. 
To test the performance at the required baking temperatures, the as-
sembly underwent 10 baking tests at temperatures 150°C.during 24 h 
maintaining its initial leak tightness. 

Control of baking processes occasionally fail reaching temperatures 
over designed valúes; tests succesfully performed at 150°C give a safety 
margin of 30°C if such an event were to arrive [157]. 
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Figure 6.4: Final element output showing the stresses expected in the VELO 
window during operation at room temperature. 
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Figure 6.5: VELO window during the metrological process. 

Figure 6.6: Dial gauges installed on the vértex window during the tests to 
measure its recess under vacuum. 
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6.2.2 A l u m i n i u m bel lows 

The design of aluminitun bellows joining UX85/1 and UX85/2 beampipes 
was required after physics simulations showed that the use of standard stain-
less steel bellows had a major contribution on [158] the secondary partióles 
background generation. 

First attempts to fabrícate the required bellows in European industry failed 
due to the presence of cracks during the convolution formation process [159]; 
as an alternative, the developraent of machined bellows at CERN workshops 
was attempted. To check the feasibility, a 6-convolution bellows was ma
chined from a three dimensional forged aluminiumm alloy AA6082. The 
machined bellows was leak tested succesfuUy down to 10~-'--'-Pa m^s~^ (see 
Figure 6.7). 

Figure 6.7: 6-convolutions bellows prototype that demonstrated the fabricabil-
ity and leak tightness of machined U-type bellows. 

This success led to the use of this method to fabrícate the aluminium bellows 
to absorb the vacuum chamber thermal expansión during bakeout process 
and compénsate the misalignments between beampipes. The aluminium 
bellows fabricated were of two types: 

• An universal expansión joint assembly (see Figure 6.8) to be installed 
between UX85/1 and UX85/2 beampipes. 
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• A single bellows expansión joint ID 140 nun consisting of 7-convolutions 
to be installed between UX85/2 and UX85/3 beampipes. 

Both bellows were machined from a S-dimensional forged aluminium alloy 
AA2219 blocks (see Subsection 5.1.3) ultrasonically tested to identify inclu-
sions or pores that could make the final product leak. 

Figure 6.8: Universal expansión joint U-type bellows joining UX85/1 and 
UX85/2 beampipes. 

The universal bellows expansión joint was electrón beam welded and the 
welds qualified (see Section 5.2.3) [150] given that the assembly was deemed 
to be definitive if succesfully fabricated. 
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Table 6.1: Axial stiffness A;„ calculated with ANSYS and with EJMA formulas 
[161] for the universal bellows expansión joint for different convolutions thickness. 

ANSYS 
EJMA 

k (N/mm) 
tb = 0.30 

mm 
8.35 
8.29 

U = 0.35 
mm 
13.13 
13.12 

U = 0.40 
mna 
19.23 
19.51 

h = 0.45 
mm 

27.17 
27.56 

h = 0.50 
mm 

37.07 
37.38 

A description of the calculations and tests performed with the prototypes 
is summarized in what foUows: 

• Universal bellows expansión joint 

The determination of the convolution thickness required a finite ele-
ment analysis [160]. A combination of technical limitations of the fab-
rication process and the danger of leaking thin walls by the presence 
of inclusions of a size comparable to the wall thickness or corrosión, 
led to a thickness of the universal expansión joint > 0.3 mm. 

The axial stiíEness of a bellows expansión joint is proportional to t^/w^ 
where t is the convolution thickness and w the convolution depth [161]. 
Global analysis of the structure including the VELO window with its 
4-convolutions (see Figure 6.3), recommended a convolution thickness 
of the universal bellows expansión joint of 0.35 mm (see Section 6.2.5). 
Table 6.1 shows the calculated axial stií&iess for different convolutions 
thickness of the universal bellows expansión joint. 

Given that the removal of the VELO window because of a leaking con
volution would be a major operation, the convolution thickness was 
decided to be 0.4 mm minimum to reduce the chances of corrosión 
leaking. 

Mechanical tests performed by applying 10 mm of compression to 
the fabricated universal joint prototype yielded a stiffness k = 14.3 
N/mm. This measured valué vahdated the finite element model that 
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predicted an axial stif&iess of 13.13 N/mm (see Table 6.1). 

The behaviour of both bellows working together can be easily analysed 
theoretically letting us know the working conditions of the universal 
bellows expansión joint. 

If A is the total axial elongation of the vacuum chamber up to the 
first fixed point and is equated by A = Â „ + A„ where A^ is the 
axial elongation of the 4-convolution bellows of the window and A^ 
the axial elongation of the universal bellows expansión joint, then 

being k the total axial stiflcness, fc„ the axial stiífiíess of the aluroinium 
AA2219 universal expansión joint and ky, the axial stiífiaess of the 4-
convolution bellows of the VELO -window. Prom the former equalities, 
simple algebra shows that 

1 T ky,l k^ 

and 

1 + Ki¡/ Kw 

if the bakeout temperature in the vacuum chamber reaches 250°C, 
then 5 = —11.3 mm. Henee, considering tha t the calculated axial 
stiífness of the VELO window together with the 4-convolutions 0.4 
mm thick bellows is 74.2 N/mm 

A„ = — 1.7mm 

and 
A„ = —9.6mm 

A stress analysis was carried out considering external pressure of 0.1 
bar and imposing an axial compression of 9.6 rom resulting a máxi
mum stress of 132 MPa (see Figure 6.9), whereas the (Jo.2 at 204°C of 
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aluminium AA2219 is 172 MPa (see Table 5.9). 

Fig-ure 6.9: Stresses in the aluminium alloy AA2219 universal expansión joint 
under 1 atmosphere of pressure and an imposed elongation of 9.6 mm as the 
induced during the vacuum chamber bakeout at 250°C. 
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Though this máximum stress presents a safety margin of 30%, a dras-
tic stress reduction can be achieved if installed pre-expanded. Figure 
6.10 shows how, if the universal bellows expansión joint work within 
[-5 mm, 5 mm], the máximum stress would always be below 100 MPa. 

• IDI4O 7-convolutions bellows 

During bakeout procesa a compression of 9.3 mm is expected. The 
máximum stress predicted with these conditions is 120 MPa. The 
calculated axial stiffness of 45 N/mm is similar to the measured valué 
of 52 N/mm [162]. A pre-expansion of 5 mm will be applied to keep 
stresses below 100 MPa in all operation scenarios. 
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Figure 6.10: Final element output showing stresses vs stroke under atmospheric 
pressure of the aluminium universal bellows expansión joint. 
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6.2.3 UHV flanges 

As the vacuum chamber consists of four beampipes (see Figure 6.1), UHV 
flanges are required to connect them and complete the assembly of the va
cuum chamber. UHV flanges need to be robust, to be leak tight down 
to the measurable valúes (10~-^^Pam^s~-^), to withstand bakeout temper-
atures without endangering the leak tightness, to be made with materials 
UHV compatible and to be easily assembled and weldable without filler 
metal. The vacuum chamber transparency criteria led to the design of spe-
cial flanges for which the robustness was such an essential issue requiring 
a mass optimization to reduce the mass traversed by the primary partióles 
and minimize the partióles background. 

The study of optimized UHV flanges was performed for ATLAS and CMS 
experimental vacuum chamber [154]. The vacuum seal is achieved by Heli-
Goflex A [153]. This kind of seal is widely used in UHV appHcations and has 
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the advantage of requiring less sealing forcé compared with other metalic 
seáis such as Conflat and, henee imposing lower loads. 

Two optimized ñangas are planned to be installed in the vacuum chamber 
of LHCb: 

• ID58 flange 

A prototype of an ID58 optimized flange was built, tested and quali-
fied to the functional requirements aforementioned in aluminium alloy 
AA2219 (see Subsection 5.1.3) for the ATLAS experiment [154]. It 
was implemented in LHCb to connect the UX85/1 beampipe to the 
universal expansión joint aluminium AA2219 bellows and their ex-
tremity to the UX85/2. 

The sealing forcé was obtained by means of 8 M5 bolts. The finite 
element model was validated with strain gauge measurements within 
15% of those obtained by finite elements models. Several bakeout óy
eles at 250°C were performed without losing the leak tightness. 

Figure 6.11 shows the difference in size compared to a standard Con
flat DN63, a 30% reduction in mass was achieved. 

ID 140 flange 

A prototjrpe of an ID 140 optimized flange made of aluminium aUoy 
AA2219 was built, tested and qualified for UHV applications at bake
out temperaturas. This flange was designed to connect the UX85/2 
and UX85/3 beampipes vacuum sealed with an Helicoflex joint [153]. 
Based on the thorough tests performed to the ID 58 flange, it was not 
deemed to be necessary to perform strain gauges measurement. The 
flange dimensions were sealed to the required inner diameter. 

The flange was vacuum tested succesfuUy at room temperaure. In 
addition, 10 bakeout cycles at 250°C for 24 h were performed, without 
any leak higher than 10~-^^Pam^s~-'- detected. 
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Figure 6.11: Optimized flange ID58 comparison with a standard DN63 conflat 
flange. 

6.2.4 The determination of the thickness: buckling 
analysis 

The wall thickness of each beampipe is calculated separately with a safety 
factor of 4 that protects the structure from the non-Unear buckling that 
might be induced by geometry differences from the ideal shape. This means 
that the bucküng calculations were performed assuming an external pres-
sure of 4 bar (see Subsection 4.3). 

The 11X85/1 beampipe thickness was chosen to be 1 mm for machining rea-
sons. Transparency requirements led to the use beryllium for this beampipe. 
Therefore the calculations were done with the material properties of beryl
lium at 250°C (see Table 5.3). A thinner wall is difficult to machine axLd 
inclusions present in the bulk material might break the leak tightness, 
though if only buckling considerations had been taken a thinner wall would 
have been achievable. The critical external pressure to induce buckhng in 
UX85/1 yielded by finite element analysis is 8.2 bar [163]. 

Due to beryllium high price, the UX85/2 and UX85/3 beampipes were con-
sidered to be fabricated either in HIP AM162 AlBeMet or berylñum. The 
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Distance from IP 
(mm) 
3224 
3624 
4024 
4824 
5624 
6824 
7500 
8300 
8700 
9500 
10300 
10700 
11500 
12300 

Total mass (kg) 

Initial des 
Thickness (mm) 

1.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.3 
1.4 
1.7 
1.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.6 

ign 
Mass (kg) 

0.191 
0.235 
0.592 
0.757 
1.455 
1.147 
1.584 
0.900 
2.027 
2.315 
1.287 
2.842 
3.178 
3.675 

22.188 

Optimal design 
Thickness (mm) Mass (kg) 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.1 
1.3 
1.4 
1.6 
1.7 
1.9 
2.0 
2.1 
2.3 
2.4 
2.4 

0.191 
0.213 
0.492 
0.639 
1.351 
0.942 
1.407 
0.804 
1.925 
2.203 
1.228 
2.842 
3.178 
3.390 

20.808 

Table 6.2: UX85/2 and UX85/3 beampipes thickness after analytical and finite 
element local buckling analysis [163]. The beampipes are considered to be built 
from beryllium-aluminium composite HIP AM162 AIBeMet. 

mechanical properties of beryllium are higher than those of the beryllium-
aluminium composite. The calculations were performed conservatively as-
suming the material being HIP AM162 AIBeMet whose properties at bake-
Gut temperatures were determined in the framework of this Thesis (see 
Subsection 5.1.2). 

Table 6.2 lists the thickness of the UX85/2 and UX85/3 beampipes as cal-
culated originally before the beryUitun-aluminium HIP AM162 AIBeMet 
was thoroughly tested and using the semi-empirical formula of Weingarten 
for conical sheUs (see Equation 4.31). The thickness of the original design 
were used in the physics simulations that justified this Thesis work (see 
Figure 3.6). In addition, Table 6.2 lists the thickness yielded by the finite 
element analysis using the mechanical properties measinred in the beryllium-
aluminium HIP AM162 AIBeMet testing campaign (see Table 5.7). 
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The UX85/4 stainless steel beampipe was calculated from Equation 4.31. 
Thicknesses of 3 and 4 mm were chosen for fabrication reasons. Finite ele-
ment analysis resulted 3.2 and 3.5 mna for a safety factor of 4. 

The valúes of the thickness of the four beampipes were pubüshed in the 
document " Technical Design Report of the LHCb Detector Reoptimization" 
[49].. 

Figure 6.12: Position and type of the LHCb vacuum chamber supports. 

strong suppoit4 
support 3 

Strong 
Strong support 2 support 3 

support 1 support 1 

6 . 2 . 5 T h e s u p p o r t s p o s i t i o n : s t r e s s a n d d e f l e c t i o n 

The position of supports in experimental vacuum chanabers needs to be 
compatible with the detector geometry and respect the transparency cri-
teria wherever necessary. Thin wires are used whenever the transparency 
criteria are present. These wires are pre-tensioned to a certain forcé to avoid 
slacked systems to ensure a defined beampipe position. The beampipe de
flection allowed by the support position need to be kept low not to reduce 
the beam aperture. A design criterion for the definition of the supports 
position is to have deflections not bigger than the beampipe thickness. In 
addition, in cónica! vacuum chambers like in LHCb's experimental vacuum 
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chamber, the presence of axial forces requires stronger supports to hold ax-
ially and to prevent the bellows from coUapsing. 

The position and type of supports are sketched in Figure 6.12. The calcu-
lation of stress and displacements in operation conditions and at bakeout 
temperatura are explained thoroughly in [164]. 

The máximum defiection expected with the supports configuration is 2.06 
mm at the end of UX85/3 (see Figure 6.13). 

Figure 6.13: Final element output showing deflections for UX85/1, UX85/2 
aad UX85/3. 

KODJLl, SOLOTICW 

STIP- l 
3ÜB - I 

F3T3-0 
DTSX - . 0 0 8 3 9 5 
SU» —.002057 
3HZ - . 0 0 2 0 5 6 

AN 
JLPR 1 2 0 0 ^ 

10t54:15 

-.0016 -.6861-03 .ZZSl-a3 .001142 
LHCb boom pipo (AW6061, Al221g, Be, 3161), up t o i l 5 . S [ n l ( t ixed point) 

The UX85/4 will have a strong support blocking axial movement at z=15500 
mm and another one allowing the thermal expansión during bakeout pro-
cess at the end of the 10 mrad cone. The defiection calculated in UX85/4 
with this support configuration is below 1 mm. 

During bakeout process, the bakeout jackets weight (40 N/m^) needs to 
be considered. This increases the deflections; however, during this process 
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the supporting system may change and it is still under discussions with the 
experiment. 

Figure 6.14: Final element output showing axial displacement of the VELO 
window during operation at room temperature. 

NODAL SOLUTION 

STEP-X 
SUS - 1 
TIHE-1 
U2 (AVGl 
RSYS-0 
DMX -.008395 
SMN —.008332 
SMX -.005173 

-.006332 
-.005331 

LHCb beam p i p e fftH6061, A: 

M̂A ~ -5.41 [mm]; u¿g = -4.25[mm] 

The supports wires thickness and their minimum pre-tension were decided 
with the goal of keeping acceptable stresses and axial displacements. The 
thicker the wire, the lower the axial displacements; however trajisparency 
requirements cali for wire thickness as small as possible. Table 6.3 lists the 
wire thickness and the calculated pre-tension that yielded the displacements 
shown in Figures 6.14, 6.15 and 6.16 at operating conditions at room tem
perature. 

During bakeout process, the vacuum chamber will have a diíferent support 
distribution since the LHCb experiment will be open and the access to the 
vacuum chamber will be granted [155]. Therefore, the sliding support will 
be probably replaced. However, the axially restrained supports will be op-
erational. The axial displacements during the vacuum chamber bakeout at 
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Table 6.3: Wire thickness and pre-tension of UX85/1, UX85/2 and UX85/3 
supports as defined in Figure 6.12. 

Position 

support 1 
strong support 1 
strong support 2 

support 2 

Wire Thickness 
(rrutn) 

2 
4 
4 
3 

Minimum Pre-tension 
N 

100 
300 
600 
300 

Figure 6.15: Final element output showing axial displacement of the strong 
supports during operation at room temperature. 
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M̂c ~ 0.83 [mw]; M̂D ~ 5.00[7wm] 

250°C are illustrated in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. 

The finite element analysis showed how at room temperature, the highest 
stresses were found in the VELO window (see Subsection 6.2.1). During 
bakeout process, the stresses in the window were similar to the room tem
perature operating conditions. 
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Figure 6.16: Final element output showing axial displacement in the sliding 
support during operation at room temperature. ' 

NODAL SOLUTIOH AN NODAL SOLUTIOS AN 

LHCb beam pipe (AW6,061, A12219, Be, 316L)1. up to:15.5[itil (tixed point) 

"zE ^ 5.04[mm]; u^ = 5.17[m/K] 

In the beryllium-aluminium bimetallic junctions the stresses raise up to 
183 MPa due to the diíferential thermal expansión. Nonetheless, the finite 
element model is more restrictive than reality where the border between 
beryllium and aluminium will be a smooth transition. The stresses during 
bakeout process at 250°C are shown in Figure 6.19. 

Based on these results, the position of the second axially restrained sup
port was shifted by 50 mm (at +7150 mm from the interaction point) to 
sepárate the the bimetalhc jonction área from the support and avoid the 
stresses superposition. This distance of 50 mm was given by [165] where 
it is recommended for shehs to have at least a distance d > 6/A = 46 mm 
between loads where 

A 3(1 - y') 
0.25 

(6.3) 

being r the sheU radius and t its thickness. 
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Figure 6.17: Final element output showing axial displacement of the VELO 
window during bakeout process at 250°C. 
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Figure 6.18: Final element output showing axial displacement of the axially 
restrained support during bakeout. 
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Figure 6.19: Final element output showing stresses expected in the vacuum 
chamber during bakeout process at 250° C. 
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Maximimi von Mises stress: CT^ = 183[MPa] 

6.3 Vacuum performance 

The vacuum performance of the LHCb experiment has been thoroughly 
analysed by Adriana Rossi in [166]. The LHCb vacuum system main issue 
is the peculiarity of the VErtex LOcator (VELO, explained in Chapter 3) 
which presents the silicon. microvertex detector enclosed in two aluminium 
boxes that replaces the beampipe for 1.8 m around the interaction point 
[167]. These aluminium boxes can move away from the beam axis duñng 
beam injection by 3 cm and approximate to 2 ram once the beam is colli-
mated and stable. The secondary volume that contains the siücon disks can 
only withstand 15 mbar of diíferential pressure before plástic deformation 
occurs [41]. The functional specification of the VELO vacuum system [42] 
defines the design requirements that this detector needs to fulfil. 
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The LHCb vacuum system consists of two ion pumps of 75 ls~-̂  nominal 
pumping speed placed symmetrically at ±21000 mm around the interaction 
point, two titanium sublimation combination pump of 1900 Is"-"- placed in 
the VELO and one ion pump of pumping speed 20 ls~-̂  at the end of UX85/4 
(see Figure 6.20). In addition, the vacuum chamber is coated with TiZrV 
sputtered NEG (see Section 4.2.5). 

Figure 6.20: Schematic view of the LHCb vacuum chamber as used in the 
vacuum performance simulations. An arrow representa the position of an ion 
pump. 

-30 -20 -10 O 10 
Distance from IP (m) 

20 30 

The simulations performed show that asuming: (i) a NEG pumping speed 
not lower than 1/100 of the vahe obtained after the first activation at 200°C, 
(ii) the VELO vessel baked at 120°C during 24 h, and (iii) the VELO sec-
ondary volume side facing the beam baked at 160°C for at least 2 hours to 
reduce the secondary electrón yield (see Section 4.2.5), the beam is stable 
at the ultímate beam current of 0.85 A. 

The density profile expected during operation at nominal beam current of 
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0.6 A is shown in Figure 6.21, where 1 mbar « 4.4 x 10^^ molecules/m^ 
[166]. The density profile is calculated for H2, CO, CO2 and CH4 showing 
a partial pressure of each gas lower than 10~^ mbar. 

Figure 6.21: Calculated density profile during machine operation with 0.6 A 
beam current [166] 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusión and perspectives 

Physics simulations performed with the vacuum chamber of LHCb as de-
scribed in the Technical Proposal in 1998 [35] showed that the occupancy 
ratios of the tracking chambers-^ hindered the detection of the particles 
tracks. This overwhelming occupancy was clearly shown by Gloria Corti 
(Figure 3.6). 

The work presentad m this Thesis describes the studies and developments 
carried out to reduce the radiation background generated by the collisions 
of the primary particles with the material of the vacuum chamber of the 
LHCb experiment. In particular, the study performed describes all the 
technical criteria demanded and, in particular, have addressed the cholee 
of the material, its characterization and welding qualifications. Eventually, 
an improved vacuum chamber implementing all technical achievements that 
meets readable occupancy ratios is proposed. 

The historical eíforts to minimize the radiation background already iden-
tified beryllium as a suitable material for the vacuum chamber of parti
óle coUiders. Nonetheless, the high price of beryllium and the experiment 
budget hmitations also induce to consider cheaper, albeit less transparent 
berylhum-aluminium composites. Characterization and qualification work 
was peformed on both materials before a decisión was taken on which to use. 

The mechanical characterization of the beryllium-aluminium HIP AM162 
AlBeMet (Young modulus, yield stress, ultímate stress and creep perfor-

^ A measure of the fraction of detector channels hits after a proton-proton event 

137 
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manee) at the expected bakeout temperatures of 200°C or 250°C was per-
formed (see Subsection 5.1.2). 

Purthermore, leaking brazing joints in LEP beryllium beampipes and re-
cent yeaxs advances in beryUium technology led to consider welding as the 
beampipe joining option. The electrón beam weld of beryllium to beryUium 
and to aluminium was quaüfied in the framework of the beampipes supply 
for ATLAS, CMS and ALICE. 

Only two suppliers worldwide showed interest in tackling the diíEcult tech-
nical challenge of fabricating the 12 m long thing conical shell needed for 
LHCb; each of them proposed different welding teclmiques. 

The qualification of the berylHum-aluminium HIP AlBeMet electrón beam 
weld for UHV applications was specifically performed for LHCb in its stricter 
quality level described in EN ISO 13919-2 "Welding - Electron and Láser 
Beam Welded Joints in Aluminium and its Weldable Alloys - Guidance on 
Quality Levéis for Imperfections" [144] (see Subsection 5.2.1). 

The TIG weld of beryllium for UHV applications was also demonstrated 
in the framework of this Thesis applying the stricter level of weld quality 
defined by EN ISO 10042-2 "Are Welded Joints in Aluminium and its Weld
able Alloys - Guidance on Quality Levéis for Imperfections" [148]. 

Both welding technologies were qualified for UHV applications for the first 
time to the best of the author's knowledge (see Subsection 5.2.2). 

The design of the VELO window (see Subsection 6.2.1), the optimized 
flajiges (see Subsection 6.2.3) and the aluminium bellows (see Subsection 
6.2.2) were validated. A finite element analysis performed (see Subsection 
6.2.4 and 6.2.5) allowed the final design whose main features are summa-
rized in Table 7.1. 

A qualifying prototype of the UX85/1 beampipe was successfully fabricated 
[168]. The beampipe was fabricated within tolerances and successfully va-
cuum tested at bakeout temperatures [169]. This success allowed two com-
panies tender for the two remaining beryUiími beampipes (UX85/2 and 
UX85/3). 
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Table 7.1: Summary of the LHCb vacuum chamber final design [152]. 

VELO window 

UX85/1 

Bellows 

UX85/2 

UX85/3 

Bellows 

UX85/4 

Length 

( m m ) 

1848 

419 

3821 

6000 

1300 

5330 

Angle 

( m r a d ) 

390 

25-10 

10 

10 

10 

10 

10-0.7 

Mat. 

AA6061 

Be 

AA2219 

Be 

Be 

SS 

SS 

Flai 

Upst. 

OD86xl4 

OD94xl4 

HX AA2219 

OD178x20 

HX AA2219 

00325x26 

CF 

OD352x30 

iges 

Downst. 

OD919x30 

HXSS 

OD86xl2.8 

HX AA2219 
OD94xl4 

OD178x20 

HX AA2219 

OD352x26 

CF 
OD325x26 

CF 

DN63 

Drawing 

LHCVC8B0004 

LHCVFX0003 

LHCVFXOOOl 

LHCVC8B0003 

LHCVC8B0008 

LHCVC8B0009 

LHCVC8B0010 

LHCVC8B0011 

The interest of the beryUium-aluminium materials was linked to an alleged 
price reduction; however as the quotations received did not show such gain, 

beryUium was chosen as the material to construct UX85/2 and UX85/3 
beampipes. 

Simulations have been performed comparing the behaviour of the present va
cuum chamber with the Technical Proposal one [35] as shown in Figure 7.1. 
The most important conclusión of this Thesis is that the resulting proposed 
design achieves the desired reduction of radiation background overcoming 
the limitations of the previously available technical proposal [35]. The five-
fold reduction achieved with this work will allow the efficient tracking of 
the partióles in its joumey through the experiment. 

The present design will be vaüd for the first years of the LHC operation, 
however experiment vacuum chamber upgrades are expected. These up-
grades will aim at further reducing the radiation background and obtain 
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Figure 7.1: Cumulative histogram of secondaxies originated from the vacuum 
chamber. A) the Technical Proposal vacuum chamber, B) the vacuum chamber 
design described in this Thesis work. The valúes are normalized with respect 
to the secondaries generated by the vacuum chamber proposed in the Technical 
Proposal [35]. 

1200 

cm 

cleaner pliysics. The main upgrades to be done are the following: 

• Replacement of the stainless steel wires of the supports by carbón 
fibres: this operation will certainly reduce the background, however 
its necessity will only be olear after the first year of physics detection. 

• Fast valves: the particular configuration of the VELO detector and 
the fragihty of the window and the secondary boxes reconimended the 
installation of fast valves [170] such that the debris from an tmdesired 
accident don not reach the inner triplets. Its installation would be 
at ±21 m from the interaction point. Henee, assuming a wave front 
speed of 1000 m/ s , a shutter closing speed lower than 20 ms will 
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serve. Nonetheless, there are concerns about spontaneous closings 
that might distort the beam. A control system should detect the 
valve shutter movement and dump the beam. The shutter would take 
milliseconds to reach the beam axis, however the beam can be dumped 
in microseconds. 

• Replacement of aluminium flanges by beryUium ones: flanges are the 
main source of background, so the reduction will be considerable. The 
flanges of the aluminium bellows universal expansión joint might be 
replaced by beryllium ones. It is less evident that the aluminium 
flange of UX85/1 and UX85/2 be replaced by beryllium ones since 
this welding cannot be done at CERN. The eventual installation of 
beryllium flanges will imply their qualification at bakeout tempera-
tures and overeóme the related safety issues. 

The installation of rehable fast valves would make the operation of the 
LHC at ultímate current safer and more sound. In addition, the future 
vacuum chamber upgrades might further reduce the radiation background 
in the LHCb experiment during LHC operation with respect to the aheady 
satisfactory levéis achieved by the design presented in this Thesis. 
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Drawings 

LHCb vacuum chamber 

• VELO window + UX85/1 beryllium beampipe 

• VELO window 

UX85/1 beryllium beampipe 

Aluminium bellows expansión joint 

UX85/2 beryllium beampipe 

UX85/3 beryllium beampipe 

• Stainless steel bellows expansión joint 

UX85/4 stainless steel beampipe 
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Figure 1: LHCb vacuum chamber: drawing number - LHCVC8B0002. 
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Figure 2: VELO window and UX85/1 beampipe: drawing number 
LHCVC8B0007. 
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Figure 3: VELO window: drawing number - LHCVC8B0005. 
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Figure 4: UX85/1 beampipe: drawing number - LHCVC8B0001. 
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Figure 5: Aluminium universal bellows expansión jotat: drawing number 
LHCVC8B0003. 
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Figure 6: UX85/2 beampipe: drawing number - LHCVC8B0008. 
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Figure 7: UX85/3 beampipe: drawing number - LHCVC8B0009. 
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Figure 8: Stainless steel universal bellows expansión joints: drawing number 
LHCVC8B0010. 
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Figure 9: UX85/4 beampipe: drawing number - LHCVC8B0011. 
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